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Real moduli space of stable rational curves revisted
Anton Khoroshkin∗ Thomas Willwacher†
Abstract
We give a description of the operad formed by the real locus of the moduli space of stable
genus zero curves with marked points M0,n+1(R) in terms of a homotopy quotient of an operad of
associative algebras. We use this model to find different Hopf models of the algebraic operad of
Chains and homologies of M0,n+1(R). In particular, we show that the operad M0,n+1(R) is not
formal. The manifolds M0,n+1(R) are known to be Eilenberg-MacLane spaces for the so called
pure Cacti groups. As an application of the operadic constructions we prove that for each n the
cohomology ring H
q
(M0,n+1(R),Q) is a Koszul algebra and that the manifold M0,n+1(R) is not
formal but is a rational K(pi, 1) space. We give the description of the Lie algebras associated with
the lower central series filtration of the pure Cacti groups.
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0 Introduction
The Deligne-Mumford compactificationM0,n of the moduli space of genus zero algebraic curves with n
marked points is a smooth algebraic variety defined over Z ([6]). The natural stratification of the space
M0,n by the number of double points on a curve defines a structure of a cyclic operad on M0,n. The
cohomology ring ofM0,n(C) was found by Keel ([26]) and the description of an algebraic operad formed
by the union ∪n>3H q(M0,n(C);Q) was presented by Kontsevich and Manin ([35]) and by Getzler([17]).
Each complex projective smooth variety M0,n(C) is formal. Moreover, the operad ∪M0,n(C) is formal
([19]). Surprisingly, the detailed description of the (rational) homotopy groups of M0,n(C) as well as
the description of the corresponding operad ∪n>3π q(M0,n(C)) ⊗ Q in the category of L∞-algebras was
discovered just recently by Dotsenko ([8]).
On the other hand, the homotopy type of the real points of this variety (denoted by M0,n(R)) was
found before its cohomology. Davis-Januszkiewicz-Scott ([4]) proved that the real manifold M0,n+1(R)
is aspherical and found a presentation of its fundamental group which we call Pure Cacti group and
denote it by PCactin (see Section 1.3). Kapranov ([24]) and Devadoss([7]) realized that M0,n+1(R)
form an operad and Etingof-Henriques-Kamnitzer-Rains described the structure of the cohomology ring
H
q
(M0,n+1(R)) and found a presentation of the algebraic operad ∪n>2H
q
(M0,n+1(R)). The (pure) cacti
groups PCactin has a lot of common properties with (pure) braid groups and are of particular interest
for representation theory (e.g. [20]). The (pure) cacti groups play the same role in coboundary categories
(introduced by Drinfeld [12]) as the (pure) braid groups in braided tensor categories (e.g. [25]). Various
conjectures were stated about the lower central series and Malcev completions of the pure cacti groups
in [14]. These conjectures streamline the comparisons of (pure) cacti groups and (pure) braid groups
(Section 3 of [14]).
The main purpose of the present paper is to clarify the structure of the topological operad ∪n>2M0,n+1(R),
present nice algebraic models of this operad and prove almost all conjectures stated in [14]. In particular,
we prove the following.
• The Koszul dual operad to the operad of ChainsQ(M0,n+1(R)) coincides with Z2-invariants of the
associative operad (Theorem 2.2.3) where the generator of Z2 interchanges an algebra and its
opposite.
• We find a presentation of the latter operad of Z2-invariants of the associative operad (Theo-
rem 3.4.1);
• This crucially simplifies the computation of the Poincare´ polynomial and the description of the
homology cooperad ∪n>2H
q
(M0,n+1(R),Q) (Corollary 3.4.8) compare to the one suggested in [14].
• The Koszul dual statement leads the homotopy equivalence of the operad M0,n+1(R) and the
following homotopy quotient (Corollary 2.3.1):
∪n>2M0,n+1(R) ≃ E1 ⋉ Z2
Z2
≃ As⋉ Z2
Z2
• We adopt certain Hopf models known for little balls operads Ed and for its cohomology operads
Poisd to the case of Hopf operads
Ed⋉Z2
Z2
and their homology operads called Poisoddd (Chapter §5).
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• This description is used to prove the main conjectures stated in [14] concerning (pure) cacti groups
(our results are stated in Section 1.7).
• In particular, we proved that the quadratic algebrasH q(M0,n+1(R);Q) are Koszul (Theorem 6.1.4)
and, consequently, that M0,n+1(R) are rational K(π, 1) spaces (Corollary 6.2.1).
Moreover, we state that the technique used for the computations of Kontsevich graph complexes
([60, 61]) can be reasonably adobted to give a description of the deformation theory of the operads
Poisoddd , M0,n+1(R) and the maps of operads Ed⋉Z2Z2 → Ed+1 that is presented by Drinfeld unitarization
trick for d = 1. In particular, the deformation complex of the operad Poisoddd is supposed to be quasi-
isomorphic to the subspace of the Kontsevich graph complex GCd spanned by graphs with odd Euler
characteristic and that the operad M0,n+1(R) has no nontrivial deformations.
0.1 Structure of the paper
The first chapter §1 is an extended introduction and the advertisement of the material for those who
do not want to deal seriously with operads. We first recollect the known material related to M0,n(R)
(§1.1,§1.2) and the pure cacti groups (§1.3). We recall the notion of the Coboundary category and its
relation with Braided Tensor categories suggested by Drinfeld in §1.6. We finish with the announcement
of the corollaries of this paper for the pure cacti groups in §1.7.
§2 contains the operadic description ofM0,n+1(R) that clarifies the cell decomposition ofM0,n+1(R)
discovered by Devadoss and Kapranov.
We collect all computations of the operads of Z2-invariants on the operads of commutative, associative
and Poisson algebras in Chapter §3.
Chapter §4 contains an outline of different known combinatorial dgca models of the little balls operad
Ed that are generalized to the case of the mosaic operad in Chapter §5.
Chapter §6 contains the proof of the main Theorems 6.1.4 which is the most technical and complicated
part of this paper.
The results on deformation of the Mosaic operad and its relations with the little discs operad are
outlined in Chapter §7.
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1 Moduli space of stable rational curves and Cacti groups
1.1 Complex stable curves and M0,n
Recall [6] that a point ofM0,n (the Deligne-Mumford compactification of the space of genus zero curves
with n marked points) is a stable curve. A stable curve of genus 0 with n labeled points is a finite union
C of projective lines C1, ..., Cp, together with labeled distinct points z1, ..., zn ∈ C such that the following
conditions are satisfied
1. Each marked point zi belongs to a unique Cj .
2. The intersection of projective lines Ci∩Cj is either empty or consists of one point, and in the latter
case the intersection is transversal.
3. The graph of components (whose vertices are the lines Ci and whose edges correspond to pairs of
intersecting lines) is a tree.
3
4. The total number of special points (i.e. marked points or intersection points) that belong to a
given component Ci is at least 3.
An equivalence between two stable curves C = (C1, ..., Cp, z1, ..., zn) and C
′ = (C′1, ..., C
′
p, z
′
1, ..., z
′
n)
is an isomorphism of algebraic curves f : C → C′ which maps zi to z′i for each i.
The gluing of two stable curves through marked points defines a collection of maps
M0,n+1 ×M0,m+1 →M0,m+n (1.1.1)
that assembles a structure of a cyclic operad on {M0,n+1}. We will be interested in this paper only in
the structure of symmetric operad. Thus we mark one of the points of a stable curve by 0 and call it an
output.
1.2 The moduli space M0,n(R) (=the mosaic operad)
The real locusM0,n(R) of the Deligne-Mumford compactification consists of equivalence classes of stable
curves of genus 0 with n labeled points defined over R. The projective line over real numbers is a circle,
thus pictorially a stable curve is a “cactus-like” structure – a tree of circles with labeled points on them:
0
2
1
6
7 3
5
4
••
•
∈ M0,8(R) (1.2.1)
Example 1.2.2. 1. M0,3(R) is a point.
2. M0,4(R) is a circle. The cross-ratio map defines an isomorphism M0,4(R)→ RP1.
3. M0,5(R) is a compact connected non-orientable surface with Poincare´ polynomial equals to 1 + 4t
(see [7]).
Let us summarize some of the known results about M0,n(R).
1. ([7]) TheM0,n+1(R) are connected, compact, smooth manifolds of dimension n− 2 and the gluing
maps (1.1.1) define an operad structure on their union. This operad is called the mosaic operad
after S.Devadoss([7]). We will come back to the detailed description of this operad in Section 2.
2. ([4]) M0,n(R) is a K(π, 1)-space. The fundamental group π1(M0,n(R)) is called pure cacti group.
We recall the definition of cacti groups and pure cacti groups in the next subsection 1.3.
3. ([14]) The rational cohomology H
q
(M0,n(R);Q) is a quadratic algebra. We recall these algebras in
Section 5.1.
4. ([14]) The algebraic operad of homology groups H q(M0,n+1(R);Q) is a quadratic Koszul operad
called the operad of 2-Gerstenhaber algebras in [14]. We will denote this operad by Poisodd1 . The
precise definition, the simple proof of the coincidence of the operads H q(M0,n+1(R);Q) and Poisodd1
and, finally, the reason for this name will be explained in Section 3 and 2.
1.3 (Pure) Cacti groups
The symmetric group Sn act on the space M0,n+1(R) while permuting the labels of the marked points
keeping untouched the label 0. Unfortunately this action has orbits of different size, thus the space
M0,n+1(R)/Sn is an orbifold rather than a manifold. The orbifold fundamental group ofM0,n+1(R)/Sn
is easy to compute ([7],[4],[20]) out of the natural cell decomposition of M0,n+1(R). We call the corre-
sponding group cacti group and denote it by Cactin motivated by Picture (1.2.1). The group Cactin has
the following presentation via generators and relations([4]):
Cactin :=
〈
spq,
1 6 p < q 6 n
∣∣∣∣∣∣
s2pq = 1;
spqskl = sklspq, if [pq] ∩ [kl] = ∅,
spqskl = sp+q−l,p+q−kspq, if [pq] ⊃ [kl]
〉
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The generator spq can be presented by a path on M0,n+1(R) that starts in a marked non-degenerate
curve 0
1
..
.
...
p-1 p+1p
q
q-1q+1
. .
.
..
.
goes through the degenerate curve 0
1
. . .
p-1
q+1
. . .
p
q
p+1
q-1
. . .
. . .
• = 0
1
. . .
p-1
q+1
. . .
p
q
p+1
q-1
. . .
. . .
• with
one double point and ends in the non-degenerate curve 0
1
..
.
...
p-1 q-1q
p
p+1q+1
. .
.
..
.
that differs from the starting
point of the path but belongs to the same Sn-orbit.
The fundamental group ofM0,n+1(R) is called the Pure Cacti group (notation PCactin) and coincides
with the kernel of the surjection
spq 7→
( 1 ... p−1 p p+1 ... q q+1 ... n
1 ... p−1 q q−1 ... p q+1 ... n
)
Cactin ։ Sn (1.3.1)
Unfortunately, we do not know any simple presentation via generators and relations of the group PCactin.
However, let us report some results on this group out of [14].
Remark 1.3.2. 1. The group PCactin is a finitely presented torsion-free group, because the corre-
sponding Eilenberg-MacLane space is a finite-dimensional compact manifold.
2. ([14]Theorem 3.8) The abelianization PCactin/(PCactin,PCactin) is isomorphic to Zr ⊕ E where
E is a vector space over F2.
Note that (pure) cacti groups have a lot of common properties with the (pure) braid groups. For
example, there is a simple generalization of cacti groups for other Dynkin diagrams ([4] Theorem 4.7.2).
See also [49] and [39] for applications and references therein.
1.4 Lie algebras associated with completions of Pure Cacti groups
There are three family of Lie algebras associated with the groups PCactin discussed in details in [14]
(Section 3). We index the Lie algebras defined over Z (over Q) by a special superscript Z (resp. Q) if
there is no special superscript we work with ordinary Lie algebras defined over Q or over any other field
of zero characteristics.
(LZn) The quadratic dual Lie algebra (defined over the integers) to the quadratic supercommutative
algebra H
q
(M0,n+1(R);Z) is
LZn := Lie
Z
 νijk, 1 6 i, j, k 6 nνijk = (−1)σνσ(i)σ(j)σ(k)
deg(νijk) = 0
∣∣∣∣∣∣
[νijk, νpqi + νpqj + νpqk] = 0
[νijk , νpqr] = 0
for #{i, j, k, p, q, r} = 6.

(LZn) The commutator in a group PCactin defines a Z-Lie algebra structure on the associated graded
space to the lower central series filtration:
PCactin ⊃ PCacti2n := (PCactin,PCactin) ⊃ . . . ⊃ PCactipn := (PCactin,PCactip−1n ) ⊃ . . .
that we denote by L′Zn . The quotient of L
′Z
n by the 2-torsion is known to be the Z-Lie algebra
L
Z
n with the same set of generators as L
Z
n. Theorem 3.9 of [14] states that there exists a natural
Sn-equivariant surjective map
ψn : L
Z
n ։ L
Z
n .
(Ln) Let P̂Cactin be the prounipotent (=Malcev) completion of PCactin over Q. Let Ln := Lie(P̂Cacti) be
the Q-Lie algebra associated to P̂Cactin. That is Ln is the set of primitive elements of the complete
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Hopf algebra Q[P̂Cactin]. The rational homotopy theory ([48]) predicts that the associated graded
to the lower central series filtration on Lie(P̂Cacti) is isomorphic to the rationalization of L′n:
gr(Ln) := gr(Lie(P̂Cactin)) ≃ L′nZ ⊗ Q = LZn ⊗ Q =: LQn
Let us also denote by Ĉactin the proalgebraic group
Cactin ×PCactin P̂Cactin (1.4.1)
that corresponds to the prounipotent completion of the subgroup of pure cacti elements.
1.5 (Pure) braid group and completions
Let us recall (after [32],[12],[13]) the analogous known results on the (pure) braid group (P)Bn on n
strands:
Bn :=
〈
ri,i+1
i = 1, . . . n− 1
∣∣∣∣ ri−1,iri,i+1ri−1,i = ri,i+1ri−1,iri,i+1ri,i+1rj,j+1 = rj,j+1ri,i+1, if |i− j| > 1
〉
The pure braid group PBn is the kernel of the surjection Bn ri,i+1 7→(ii+1)−→ Sn. The configuration space
of n (numbered) points on C = R2 is the Eilenberg-MacLane space of Bn (respectively PBn).
The prounipotent completion of the pure braid group PBn coincides with the rationalization of
the lower central series completion and is denoted by P̂Bn. The corresponding Lie algebra is called
Drinfeld-Kohno Lie algebra (denoted by t(n)Z and t(n)Q respectively) and has the following presentation
by generators and quadratic relations:
t(n) := Lie
 tij , 1 6 i 6= j 6 n
tij = tji
∣∣∣∣∣∣
[tij , tik + tjk] = 0
[tij , tkl] = 0,
for #{i, j, k, l} = 4.

The kernel of the map t(n) → t(n − 1) is known to be isomorphic to the free Lie algebra generated by
the set {tin|1 6 i 6 n− 1}. In particular, t(n)Z is the free Z-module. Analogously to (1.4.1) we have:
B̂n := Bn ×PBn P̂Bn
Example 1.5.1. For any given collection of objects X1, . . . , Xn in a braided tensor category (C,⊗, R,Φ)
the operators
rCi,i+1 := RXi,Xi+1 : X1 ⊗ . . . Xi ⊗Xi+1 . . . Xn −→ X1 ⊗ . . . Xi+1 ⊗Xi . . .⊗Xn
defines the action of the Braid groupoid on tensor products {Xσ(1)⊗ . . .Xσ(n)|σ ∈ Sn}. Respectively, the
pure braid group PBn admits a natural representation on X1 ⊗ . . .⊗Xn .
1.6 Coboundary categories and Drinfeld’s Unitarization trick
Cacti and Pure cacti groups naturally arise in the theory of coboundary monoidal categories introduced
by Drinfeld ([12]). Following [20] we recall that a coboundary monoidal category is a monoidal category
C together with a (functorial in X,Y ∈ Ob(C)) commutor morphism:
cX,Y : X ⊗ Y → Y ⊗X such that cX,Y ◦ cY,X = IdX⊗Y ,
and yielding the following relations for all X,Y, Z ∈ Ob(C):
(X ⊗ Y )⊗ Z X ⊗ (Y ⊗ Z)
(Y ⊗X)⊗ Z X ⊗ (Z ⊗ Y )
Z ⊗ (Y ⊗X) (Z ⊗ Y )⊗X
ΦX,Y,Z
cX,Y ⊗IdZ IdX⊗cY,Z
cY⊗X,Z cX,Z⊗Y
ΦZ,Y,X
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where ΦX,Y,Z : (X ⊗ Y )⊗ Z → X ⊗ (Y ⊗ Z) is the associativity isomorphism.
For each tensor product X1 ⊗X2 ⊗ . . .⊗Xn denote by sCpq the following composition of commutors
(and associators):
c(Xq−1⊗...⊗Xp),Xq ◦ . . . ◦ c(Xp+1⊗Xp),Xp+2 ◦ cXp,Xp+1 (1.6.1)
that reverse the order of the subsequence of tensor multiples Xp⊗Xp+1⊗ . . .⊗Xq inside X1⊗ . . .⊗Xn:
sCpq : X1 ⊗ . . . Xp ⊗ . . .⊗Xq ⊗ . . .⊗Xn −→ X1 ⊗ . . . Xq ⊗ . . .⊗Xp ⊗ . . .⊗Xn
We omit identity operators, bracketings and associators in presentation (1.6.1) for simplicity.
Proposition. For any given collection of objects X1, . . . , Xn ∈ C the operators sCpq defines an action
of the Cacti groupoid on tensor products {Xσ(1) ⊗ . . .Xσ(n)|σ ∈ Sn}. Respectively, the pure cacti group
PCactin admits a natural representation on X1 ⊗ . . .⊗Xn .
Proof. Theorem 7 (Section 3) of [20].
Drinfeld’s motivation of coboundary categories comes from the following unitarization trick:
Example 1.6.2. ([12]) Let (C,⊗, R,Φ) be a braided monoidal category. Then the operator
cX,Y := RX,Y ◦ (RY,X ◦RX,Y )− 12 ∈ B̂2
is well defined in the completion of the braid group and defines a commutor and a structure of the
coboundary category on C.
In particular, one can define a commutor for the category of finite-dimensional representations of the
quantum group Uq(g) for generic q. It was shown in [22] that the commutor make sense for the case q
tends to 0 and one has a nice example of a coboundary strict monoidal category with combinatorially
defined commutor.
Example 1.6.3. The category of crystals of finite-dimensional representations of a given simple Lie
algebra g form a coboundary strict monoidal category. There are several different definitions of the
commutor [20, 21, 22]. In spite of different definition they all happen to be the same what is explained
via deformation theory of operads in Section 7.
Drinfeld’s unitarization trick 1.6.2 defines a map of prounipotent completions of nonpure groups and
corresponding Lie algebras of prounipotent completions of pure groups.
ξ¯n : Ĉactin → B̂n ⇒ ξ˜Qn : LQn → t(n)Q
The associated graded morphism with respect to the lower central series filtration is easy to compute on
the level of generators of the corresponding Lie algebras and it happens to be defined over integers (see
Section 3.11 of [14]):
ξn : L
Z
n L
Z
n t(n)
Z
νijk 7→νijk νijk 7→[tij ,tjk]
(1.6.4)
1.7 Overview of results (without operads)
In this paper we use a lot the language of operads while formulating and proving the results. However, we
decided to state the outline of the applications of our results to the Pure Cacti groups and the associated
Lie algebras that does not involve so far the word operad. We prove the following results for all n
1. The Lie algebras LQn are Koszul (Theorem 6.1.4);
2. The morphisms ξQn : L
Q
n → t(n)Q and ξ˜Qn : LQn → t(n)Q are embeddings of Lie algebras (Theorem 6.1.4
and Corollary 6.2.2 respectively);
3. M0,n(R) is a rational K(π, 1) space (Corollary 6.2.1) meaning that its Q-completion does not have
higher homotopy groups;
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4. The spaces M0,n(R) are not formal for all n > 6 as shown in [14] (Proposition 3.13). This means,
in particular, that
Ln 6≃ gr(Ln) ≃ LQn
We found a huge but purely combinatorial dg-model of the spaceM0,n(R) given by certain graphs
and highly nontrivial differential (Theorem 5.3.4).
As it is mentioned in Section 3 of [14] these results imply in addition the following conclusions (that were
stated as conjectures in [14]):
Corollary 1.7.1. 1. The kernel of the projection πn : L
Q
n → LQn−1 is a free Lie algebra on infinitely
many generators;
2. LZn and its universal enveloping algebra U(L
Z
n) may have only 2-torsion.
3. ψn : L
Z[ 1
2
]
n → LZ[
1
2
]
n is an isomorphism. Thus, the only torsion of the lower central series completion
L
′
n of PCactin is the 2-torsion.
Proof. We have the following diagram of maps of Lie algebras defined over the integers:
0 kerπn L
Z
n L
Z
n−1 0
0 LieZ(t1n, . . . , tn−1,n) t(n)
Z t(n− 1)Z 0
pin
ξn ξn−1
Theorem 6.1.4 predicts that all vertical arrows tensored with Q are known to be embeddings of Q-Lie
algebras. Therefore, the kernel of the projection πn tensored with Q is a Lie subalgebra of the free Lie
algebra on n− 1 generators. The Shirshov-Witt Theorem then states that any Lie subalgebra of the free
Lie algebra is also free (see e.g. [53],[64]), thus proving the first assertion above.
In order to prove the second claim we recall that one of the main results of [14] states that the
quadratic (and Koszul) dual algebra to L
Z[ 1
2
]
n is equal to the cohomology ring H
q
(M0,n+1(R),Z[ 12 ]) and,
moreover, that the integral cohomology ofM0,n+1(R) has only 2-torsion. In particular, this implies that
H2(M0,n+1(R),Z[ 12 ]) is a free finitely generated Z[ 12 ]-module which we denote by S. Let us denote by
S⊥ the Z[ 12 ]-module spanned by quadratic relations in the cohomology ring and by the commutativity
relations:
νijk ∧ νpqr = −νpqr ∧ νijk.
In particular, S is the Z[ 12 ]-span of quadratic relations in the Lie algebra Ln and in its universal enveloping
algebra U(Ln). Moreover, we have the following isomorphism of free Z[
1
2 ]-modules:
Z[
1
2
]{νijk} ⊗Z[ 1
2
] Z[
1
2
]{νijk} ≃ S ⊕ S⊥
The description of the ideal generated by quadratic algebras predicts the following isomorphisms for the
graded component of the universal enveloping algebra:
U(L
Z[ 1
2
]
n )m ≃
Z[ 12 ]{νijk}⊗m
+n−1i=1 Z[
1
2 ]{νijk}⊗i−1 ⊗ S ⊗ Z[ 12 ]{νijk}⊗m−i−1
≃
n−1⋂
i=1
Z[
1
2
]{νijk}⊗i−1⊗S⊥⊗Z[ 1
2
]{νijk}⊗m−i−1
In particular, since the intersection of free Z[ 12 ] modules is free we get the second item of Corollary 1.7.1.
Finally, the map ξ
Z[ 1
2
]
n : L
Z[ 1
2
]
n → t(n)Z[ 12 ] is the map of free Z[ 12 ]-modules such that tensored with Q
it is an embedding. Consequently, ξ
Z[ 1
2
]
n is also an embedding.
As mentioned in (1.6.4) the map ξn : Ln →֒ t(n) factors through the surjection ψn : Ln ։ Ln and,
therefore, ψ
Z[ 1
2
]
n is an isomorphism.
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2 Conceptual algebraic model of the mosaic operad
This chapter is devoted to the understanding of the cell decomposition of the mosaic operad that is
compatible with the operad structure. We do not recall the notion of an operad and Koszul duality for
operads and refer to the original paper of Ginzburg and Kapranov [18] and the modern book on algebraic
operads [38] and references therein.
2.1 Z2-action on the associative operad
Recall that the symmetric associative operad As is a quadratic Koszul operad whose space of n-ary oper-
ations is spanned by operations {xσ(1) . . . xσ(n)|σ ∈ Sn}. The associative operad As has an automorphism
τ ! of order 2 that flips the order of the multiplication:
τ ! : x1x2 → x2x1, τ ! : xσ(1) . . . xσ(n) → xσ(n) . . . xσ(1). (2.1.1)
The associative operad is Koszul self-dual As! = As and the Koszul dual automorphism τ of order 2 has
the following presentation:
τ : x1x2 → −x2x1, τ : xσ(1) . . . xσ(n) → (−1)n−1xσ(n) . . . xσ(1) (2.1.2)
The subspace of invariants of the corresponding Z2-action forms an operad which we denote by [As]
Z2 .
In particular, we clearly have
dim([As]Z2(n)) =
n!
2
∀n > 2. (2.1.3)
We will find the presentation of this operad in terms of generators and relations later in Theorem 3.4.1.
Let us denote by [As]XZ2 the corresponding (linear dual) cooperad in the category of vector spaces. Note
that [As]XZ2 is the set of Z2-coinvariants of the cooperad As
X.
2.2 The Mosaic operad is bar-dual to [As]Z2
Let us come back to the geometry of the moduli spaces of curves. The space M0,n+1(R) admits a
stratification by the graphs of irreducible components of a stable curve. The codimension one open
strata consist of degenerate curves with two components with at least 3 points on each component.
Thus, the codimension one closed strata are isomorphic toM0,|I|+1(R)×M0,|J|+1(R) and are numbered
by decompositions [0n] = I ⊔ J with |I|, |J | > 2. The stratification defines a cyclic operad structure
on the union ∪n>2M0,n+1(R). This operad was introduced by S.Devadoss in [7] and called the mosaic
operad and by Kapranov in [24]. We will use the slightly shorter notation M¯R0,• for the Mosaic operad.
All open strata are contractible and the standard stratification considered by Devadoss defines a cell
decomposition of M0,n+1(R) compatible with the operadic compositions.
The underling combinatorics of the latter cell decomposition are very similar to those of the cell
decomposition of the Stasheff polytopes. Since we want to use the operadic structure and we want
to have analogous constructions in higher dimensions we will use the notation FM1(n) for the Fulton-
McPherson compactification of the configuration space of poins on a line. We recall the description of
FMd as a model of Ed in 4.2 and refer to [36] for detailed discussions.
Let Tn be the set of all planar rooted trees with n leaves that are numbered from 1 to n. In particular,
|Tn| = n!an where an are the generalized Catalan numbers, also called the little Schro¨der numbers (see
e.g. [47] and see Sloanes OEIS number A001003 [55]). The cells in the standard cell decomposition of the
Stasheff polytope FM1(n) are indexed by elements of Tn. The vertex splitting operation on trees defines
the combinatorics of the boundary maps in the cell decomposition. In particular, the codimension of a
cell equals the number of inner vertices (see [37] and references therein).
Let τ : Tn → Tn be the reflection of a planar tree around the y-axes.1 For each vertex v ∈ Vert(T )
of a tree T we define the corresponding reflection τv of a maximal subtree of T whose root coincides
with v. We denote by ∼Z2 the minimal equivalence relation generated by reflections in vertices. In other
1The line around which the reflection is made does not really matter. We just have to change the orientation of the
plane.
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words, we say that planar leaf-labeled trees T1, T2 ∈ Tn are equivalent if they are connected by a finite
composition of reflections τv1 ◦ . . . ◦ τvk . For example, we have
1 2 3 4
∼Z2
3214
∼Z2
1234
∼Z2
3 2 1 4
The description of the cell decomposition suggested in [7, 4] can be summarized as follows.
Proposition 2.2.1. 1. The cells of the Devadoss’s cell decomposition of M0,n+1(R) are indexed by
elements of Tn/∼Z2 ;
2. There is a surjective cellular map of topological operads:
p : FM1 → M¯R0,•. (2.2.2)
such that for all T ∈ Tn the restriction of the map pn on the face (cell) UT of the Stasheff polytope
FM1(n) is a diffeomorphism between UT and the cell U[T ] ⊂M0,n+1(R). Where U[T ] is the cell of
M0,n+1(R) assigned to the class of T in Tn/∼Z2 .
Proof. The proof is contained in [7] but is stated in a bit different form. Let us sketch the main idea. The
open (top-dimensional) cells of FM1(n) are numbered by trees from Tn with the unique inner vertex. In
other words, they are numbered by permutations σ ∈ Sn (or cyclic structures on n+ 1 letters) given by
the labels on leaves. Respectively, the open cells of M0,n+1(R) are numbered by dihedral structures on
n+1 letters. Consequently, one identifies the cell associated with σ and σop. The factorization property
of the boundary defines by induction an equivalence ∼Z2 on the set of leaf-labeled planar trees Tn.
While applying the functor of chains to the cell decomposition of M¯R0,• compatible with the operadic
structure we end up with the following simple but curious observation.
Theorem 2.2.3. The chains of the mosaic operad given by the cell decomposition of M0,n+1(R) due
to Devadoss assemble into a free symmetric operad that is a cobar construction of the cooperad [As]XZ2
(defined in the previous Section §2.1) :
∪n>1Chains(M0,n+1(R)) ≃ Ω([As]XZ2)
and the map p : FM1 → M¯R0,• is Koszul dual to the embedding i : [As]Z2 → As.
Proof. Thanks to Proposition 2.2.1 we have a collection of isomorphism of vector spaces Ω([As]XZ2)(n)
and Chains(M0,n+1(R)) compatible with the operadic structure. What remains is to show that the
differentials in these complexes coincide as well. The latter follows from the description of codimension
one strata in stratification of M0,n+1(R) that was mentioned before and the careful visualization of
orientations of cells that is enough to work out for small n thanks to the operadic induction.
2.3 Mosaic operad as a homotopy quotient
Let us also mention another conceptual homotopical description of the mosaic operad.
Corollary 2.3.1. The mosaic operad M¯R0,• is homotopy equivalent to the homotopy quotient E1⋉Z2Z2 . I.e.
we have the following homotopy pushout square of topological operads and the corresponding algebraic
models:
M¯R0,• pt
E1 ⋉τ ! Z2 Z2 = O(1)
p
p
Chains(M¯R0,•) Q
A∞ ⋉τ ! Q[Z2] Q[Z2]
p
τ ! 7→1
where pt,Z2,Q and the group ring Q[Z2] are considered as operads with only unary operations.
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Proof. It is enough to explain everything on the level of chains since the Z2 action is compatible with
the standard cell decomposition of E1 given by Stasheff polytopes. Moreover, this will help us to avoid
discussions of bar-cobar constructions for topological operads.
The proof repeats the proof of the similar statement known for the complex moduli space (see
e.g. [29]). One may also find a more topological approach to this statement presented in [58] in a big
generality.
The operad [As]Z2 is a suboperad of As and, moreover, has a right action of the associative operad
As:
[As]Z2 ◦ As ≃ HomZ2(Q,As) ◦ As→ HomZ2(Q,As ◦ As)→ HomZ2(Q,As) ≃ [As]Z2
and since the action of the group Z2 on the space of n-ary operations of the associative operad is free
for n > 2 we have an isomorphism of right operadic modules over As:
⊕n>2 Q[Z2]⊗ [As]Z2(n) ≃ ⊕n>2As(n) (2.3.2)
This observation is enough to see that there is an isomorphism of vector spaces that is compatible with
the operadic structures, but that is not compatible with the differentials:
Ω(AsX)⋉ Q[Z2] ≃ Ω(Q[Z2]⊗ [As]XZ2)⋉ Q[Z2] ≃ Ω([As]XZ2) ∗ Q[Z2]
Thm. 2.2.3≃ Chains(M¯R0,•) ∗ Q[Z2] (2.3.3)
where by P∗Q we mean the free product of operads. Combinatorially P∗Q[Z2] is given by the summation
of operadic trees whose at least trivalent vertices are marked by elements of P and bivalent vertices are
marked by τ . In other words we can consider operadic trees (with all vertices at least trivalent) whose
internal vertices are labelled by elements of P and certain edges are labelled some edges by τ . Note
that the (augmented) cobar construction Ω(PX) is already given by the summation of operadic trees,
therefore, pictorially Ω(Q[Z2] ⊗ PX) = Ω(PX ⊕ τ ⊗ PX) is given be the summation of operadic trees
such that certain outgoing edges are marked with τ . It remains to allow to mark the leaves with τ and
get the isomorphism (2.3.3). Moreover, one can associate a filtration on Ω(AsX) ⋉ Q[Z2] such that the
associated graded is isomorphic to Ω([As]XZ2) ∗Q[Z2] as a dg-operad. Thus, it just remains to pass to the
homotopy quotient:
Chains(M¯R0,•) ≃
Chains(M¯R0,•) ∗ Q[Z2]
Q[Z2]
≃ Ω(As
X)⋉ Q[Z2]
Q[Z2]
quis
։
As⋉ Q[Z2]
Q[Z2]
.
Recall that each configuration of intervals in E1 can be considered as the intersection with the equator
of a certain configuration of discs in E2. We require that intersections of each disc of a configuration with
the equator coincides with the diameter of this disc. We call the corresponding embedding of operads
E1 → E2 by an equator embedding.
Corollary 2.3.4. There exists a map of operads ı : Chains(M¯R0,•) → Chains(E2) such that the stan-
dard equator embedding Chains(E1) → Chains(E2) factorises through the composition of the map p :
Chains(E1)→ Chains(M¯R0,•) (considered in (2.2.2)) and ı:
Chains(E1) Chains(E2)
Chains(M¯R0,•)
equator
p ∃ı
(2.3.5)
Proof. Consider the automorphism τ¯ of order 2 of the little discs operad E2 given by the clockwise
rotation over its center by 180◦. Note that τ¯ is a homotopically trivial automorphism since one has a
family of automorphisms given by rotations over its center by 0◦ 6 t 6 180◦. Thus, there exists a model
for Chains(E2) such that τ acts trivially on Chains(E2). Therefore, there is a homotopy equivalence
between the semidirect product and ordinary product of operads:
Chains(E2)⋉τ¯ Z2 ≃ Chains(E2)⊗ Z2 .
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It is clear, that the automorphism τ¯ of E2 restricts to the automorphism τ
! of E1. Consequently we have
the following maps of (semi)direct products,
Chains(E1 ⋉τ ! Z2)→ Chains(E2 ⋉τ¯ Z2) ≃ Chains(E2 × Z2),
whose homotopy quotient gives the desired factorization:
Chains(E1)
p→ Chains(M¯R0,•) ≃ Chains(
E1 ⋉ Z2
Z2
) −→ Chains(E2 ⋉τ¯ Z2
Z2
) ≃ Chains(E2 × Z2
Z2
) ≃ Chains(E2) .
Remark 2.3.6. The Drinfeld unitarization trick (Example (1.6.2)) defines a map of prounipotent com-
pletions of the groups P̂Cactin → P̂Bn. An algebraic model of the latter map ı : Chains(M¯R0,•) →
Chains(FM2) can be derived out of deformation theory of the operads under consideration (see Section 7
below). One can also explain why this map has no deformations. In other words, there exists a unique
(in a proper sense) upto homotopy map of operad of prounipotent completions P̂Cactin → P̂Bn. In
particular, this implies that the Drinfeld map coincides with the one obtained in Corollary 2.3.4.
3 Computing Z2-invariants of the operads Comm, Pois and As
In this section we describe several algebraic operads coming from the action of the finite group on the
well known operads and find out the algebraic description of the operad [As]Z2 .
3.1 Convention on shifts in Koszul duality for operads
We deal a lot with Koszul duality for operads and would like to fix certain conventions. Let P be an
algebraic operad. We say that a structure of an algebra over a homologically shifted (k-suspended)
operad P{k} on a chain complex V q is in one-to-one correspondence with the structure of a P-algebra
on a shifted complex V
q
[k]. In particular, the homological shift (also called the suspention) increases
the homological degree of the space of n-ary operations P(n) by (n − 1) and multiplies with a sign
representation Sgnn:
P{1}(n) := P(n)[1− n]⊗ Sgnn
Following the same ideology the homological shift of a cooperad shifts the degrees of cogenerators in the
other direction. In particular, the cooperad CommX{k} is cogenerated by a single element of degree −k
which is skew-symmetric for k odd.
In order to preserve the standard conventions suggested by [18] that predict the Koszul duality
between Comm and Lie operads we pose the following conventions:
Let P be an augmented algebraic operad, PX be the corresponding coaugmented cooperad and P¯X
the coaugmentation coideal. Then as a chain complex the cobar construction Ω(PX) is isomorphic
to the homological shift of the free operad generated by the shifted symmetric collection P¯X[−1] :=
∪P¯X(n)[−1]:
Ω(PX) := F(P¯X[−1]){−1}
Respectively, we use the following degree conventions for the bar-construction:
B(P) := Fc(P¯[1]){1}
and we say that a Koszul dual operad P ! is the homology of the cobar construction Ω(PX). Note, that if
the Koszul operad P is generated by a single ternary element of degree 0 then the operad P ! is generated
by a single ternary element of degree 1− 2 = −1.
3.2 Z2-invariants of the operad of commutative algebras
Recall that the operad Comm of commutative algebras is a simplest quadratic operad generated by one bi-
nary symmetric generator µ2(-, -) satisfying the associativity relation µ2(µ2(x1, x2), x3) = µ2(µ2(x2, x3), x1) =
µ2(µ2(x3, x1), x2). This operad admits an automorphism τ of order 2 such that
τ(µ2) = −µ2.
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Lemma 3.2.1. The Z2-invariants [Comm]
Z2 form a quadratic operad generated by the ternary symmetric
operation µ3(x1, x2, x3) := µ2(x1, µ2(x2, x3)) subject to the following generalized associativity relation.
∀σ ∈ S5 µ3(µ3(x1, x2, x4), x3, x5) = µ3(µ3(xσ(1), xσ(2), xσ(3)), xσ(4), xσ(5)) (3.2.2)
Concretely, this relation states that all quadratic monomials in [Comm]Z2 are the same.
The relations (3.2.2) form a quadratic Gro¨bner basis with respect to any compatible ordering of mono-
mials suggested in [10] and, in particular, this operad is Koszul.
Proof. The space of n-ary operations Comm(n) is one-dimensional and is spanned by µ◦n−1. Hence
τ(µ◦n−1) = (−1)n−1µ◦n−1 and [Comm]Z2 = ⊕k>1Comm(2k − 1).
In order to show the Gro¨bner basis property it is enough to notice that quotient of the shuffle operad
by the ideal generated by the leading monomials of relations (3.2.2) has the same size as [Comm]Z2 .
We denote by Lieodd the operad that is Koszul dual to the operad [Comm]Z2 . (The notation refers to
the fact that Lieodd has nontrivial operations only in odd arities.) The latter operad Lieodd is generated by
a ternary skewsymmetric generator ν3 of degree −1 subject to the so called generalized Jacobi identity:∑
σ∈S5
(−1)σν3(xσ(1), xσ(2), ν3(xσ(3), xσ(4), xσ(5))) = 0 (3.2.3)
3.3 Z2-invariants of the Poisson operad and its Koszul-dual operad
The Poisson algebras are algebras over the Poisson operad Pois1. The (graded) Poisson operad Poisd is
the quadratic operad generated by two binary operations: µ2 – an associative commutative multiplication
and ν2 – the Lie bracket of degree 1 − d, such that the Lie bracket with a given element is a derivation
of the multiplication:
Poisd := F
 µ2(x1, x2) = µ2(x2, x1),
ν2(x1, x2) = (−1)dν2(x2, x1)
∣∣∣∣∣∣
µ2(µ2(x1, x2), x3) = µ2(x1, µ2(x2, x3))
ν2(ν2(x1, x2), x3) + ν2(ν2(x2, x3), x1) + ν2(ν2(x3, x1), x2) = 0
ν2(µ2(x1, x2), x3) = µ2(x1, ν2(x2, x3)) + µ2(ν2(x1, x3), x2).

(3.3.1)
Remark 3.3.2. • The Poisson operad Poisd is Koszul, admits a quadratic Gro¨bner basis and its
Koszul dual coincides with itself upto a homological shift:
(Poisd)
! = Poisd{1− d}, µ2 !↔ ν2 (3.3.3)
• For d > 2 the Poisson operad Poisd coincides with the homology of the little discs operad Ed which
is known to be formal ([56],[36]).
• For d = 1 the little discs operad E1 is also formal, but the homology coincides with the associative
operad As which admits a filtration by commutators, such that the associated graded operad is
isomorphic to Pois1.
The orthogonal group O(d) acts on the operad Ed and, in particular, there exists an automorphism
τ of order 2 that changes the orientation of the unit disc. Respectively, on the level of homology the
Poisson operad has an automorphism τ ! of order 2:
τ !(µ2) = µ2, τ
!(ν2) = −ν2.
The Koszul dual automorphism τ of order 2 also defines an automorphism of the Poisson operad
τ(µ2) = −µ2, τ(ν2) = ν2,
which we shall consider in the following lemma.
Lemma 3.3.4. 1. The τ-invariants [Poisd]
Z2 form the quadratic operad generated by (skew)-symmetric
binary Lie bracket ν2(x1, x2) and by totally symmetric (commutative) ternary associative multipli-
cation µ3 := µ2(µ2(x1, x2), x3) satisfying relation (3.2.2) and the analogue of the Leibniz identity
ν2(µ3(x1, x2, x3), x4) = µ3(x1, x2, ν2(x3, x4))+µ3(x1, ν2(x2, x4), x3)+µ3(ν2(x1, x4), x2, x3) (3.3.5)
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2. For n > 2 we have dim([Poisd]
Z2) = n!2 .
3. The aforementioned relations form a quadratic Gro¨bner basis for the operad of τ-invariants [Poisd]
Z2
with respect to the appropriate ordering that remembers the convention ν2 > µ3 (see [9] for the de-
tails of the ordering). In particular, the analogue of the Leibniz relation (3.3.5) defines a distributive
law in the sense of [40].
Proof. The automorphism τ does not interact with the Lie bracket ν2 and thus the Leibniz rule in the
Poisson operad predicts that we have the following isomorphisms of τ -invariants:
[Poisd]
Z2 = [Comm ◦ Lie{1− d}]Z2 = [Comm]Z2 ◦ Lie{1− d}
This implies the following computation of the generating series of dimensions of [Poisd]
Z2 :
f[Poisd]Z2 (t) = f[Comm]Z2 (t) ◦ fLie(t) =
(
∞∑
k=0
t2k+1
(2k + 1)!
)
◦ (− ln(1− t)) =
et − e−t
2
◦ (− ln(1 − t)) = 1
2
(
1
1− t − (1− t)
)
= t+
∑
n>2
tn
2
(3.3.6)
Consequently, dim([Poisd]
Z2(1)) = 1 and dim([Poisd]
Z2(n)) = n!2 for n > 2. We proved item 2 of
Lemma 3.3.4. The relations (3.3.5) and (3.2.2) are obviously satisfied in [Poisd]
Z2 .
The Koszulness of the operad Poisd is usually addressed to the notion of Distributive law of two
Koszul operads Comm and Lie which nicely defined in [40]. Unfortunately the proof of the Ditributive
Law criterion suggested in [40] is wrong and the simplest known correct proof (nicely written in [9]) uses
the Gro¨bner basis machinery for operads ([10]). The main idea of [9] is to suggest a new compatible
ordering of shuffle monomials (based on the compatible ordering of monomials in the skew polynomial
algebra) such that the generator ν2 is considered to be greater than µ2. The automorphism τ is defined
in the free operad generated by µ2 and ν2 and multiply a monomial in ν2 and µ2 either by 1 or by
−1. Therefore τ is compatible with the ordering of monomials. Let us consider the same ordering of
monomials for the suboperad [Poisd]
Z2 . It is easy to see that thanks to the relation (3.3.5) the set of
normal words for the operad defined by binary and ternary generators subject to the other defining
relations coincides with the set of normal words of [Comm]Z2 ◦ Lie{1− d}, thus, has the same dimension
n!
2 for all n > 2. Consequently, the defining relations of the operad [Poisd]
Z2 form a quadratic Gro¨bner
basis with ν2 > µ2.
Corollary 3.3.7. The operad [Poisd]
Z2 is Koszul. The Cobar-construction Ω([PoisXd ]
Z2) considered as a
quasi-free dg-operad generated by the dual cooperad [PoisXd ]
Z2 homologically shifted by 1 is quasiisomorphic
to the quadratic operad generated by the ternary operation µ¯3 of degree −1 and the binary operation ν¯2
of degree d− 1.
Notation 3.3.8. We denote the shifted Koszul dual operad H(Ω([PoisXd ]
Z2)){1− d} by Poisoddd .
We will use the same duality in notations between µ and ν as well as the operadic homological shift
{1− d} as one has for the Koszul duality for the Poisson operad (3.3.3).
Corollary 3.3.9. The operad Poisoddd is generated by a binary operation of degree 0 (denoted µ2 := ν¯2{d})
and a ternary operation ν3 := µ¯3{d} of homological degree 1 − 2d subject to the following symmetry
conditions:
µ2(x1, x2) = µ2(x2, x1),
ν3(x1, x2, x3) = (−1)d|σ|ν3(xσ(1), xσ(2), xσ(3))
and the following quadratic relations:
µ2(µ2(x1, x2), x3) = µ2(x1, µ2(x2, x3)) (3.3.10)
ν3(µ2(x1, x2), x3, x4) = µ2(x1, ν3(x2, x3, x4)) + µ2(ν3(x1, x3, x4), x2). (3.3.11)∑
σ∈S5/S2×S3,
σ is even
ν3(xσ(1), xσ(2), ν3(xσ(3), xσ(4), xσ(5))) = 0 (3.3.12)
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In other words the operad Poisoddd is generated by commutative associative multiplication µ2 of degree
0 and a ternary operation ν3 of homological degree 1 − 2d obeying the Leibniz rule (3.3.11) and the
generalized Jacobi identity (3.3.12).
Remark 3.3.13. It is worth mentioning that the operads Poisd as well as the operads Pois
odd
d are Hopf
operads, i. e., operads in the category of (counital) commutative coalgebras. In particular the space of
n-ary operations of the cooperad (Poisoddd )
X is a commutative graded algebra with unit. This observation
will be extensively used later (Sections 4,5).
Remark 3.3.14. For d = 1 the operad Poisodd1 coincides with the operad called operad of 2-Gerstenhaber
algebras in [14].
Corollary 3.3.15. The Leibniz rule (3.3.11) defines a distributive law in the sense of [40, 9] between
the operad of commutative algebras generated by µ2 and the suboperad generated by the ternary bracket
ν3 called Lie
odd. In particular, we have an isomorphism of symmetric collections:
Poisoddd ≃ Comm ◦ Lieodd{1− d} where Lieodd := ([Comm]Z2)!
Note, that the operad [Comm]Z2 is generated by a ternary operation of homological degree 0. Respec-
tively, the Koszul dual operad Lieodd is generated by a ternary operation of homological degree −1. The
standard relation for generating series for Koszul dual operads (even for non binary generated) leads to
the equation
f[Comm]Z2 (−t) ◦ fLieodd(−t) = t
As mentioned earlier
f[Comm]Z2 (t) =
∑
n>1
t2n−1
(2n− 1)! = sinh(t)
Consequently
fLieodd(t) := (−f[Comm]Z2 (−t))◦−1 = arcsinh(t) =
∑
n>0
(2n− 1)!!
(2n)!!
t2n+1
2n+ 1
=
∑
n>0
(
2n
n
)
4n(2n+ 1)
t2n+1.
The space of n-ary operation Lieodd(n) differs from zero only for n odd and has homological degree 1−n2 .
Hence, we can write a generating series with additional parameter z that corresponds to the grading:
fLieodd(t, z) :=
∑
n>0
dim Lieodd(2n+ 1)t2n+1zn
(2n+ 1)!
=
arcsin(t
√
z)√
z
The isomorphism of graded symmetric collections Poisoddd ≃ Comm ◦ Lieodd{1− d} leads to the following
presentation of the generating series of Poisoddd :
fPoisodd
d
(t, z) := fComm(t) ◦ fLieodd(t, z) = exp
(
arcsin(t
√
z)√
z
)
.
Here the parameter z corresponds to the grading of a ternary operation. If we multiply the coefficient
of tn by n! we obtain the generating series of the space of n-ary operations Poisoddd (n)∏
16k<n
2
(1 + (n− 2k)2z) . (3.3.16)
The homological degree of z is equal to 1− 2d.
Remark 3.3.17. A little bit more advanced complutations with the generating series of symmetric func-
tions given by Sn-characters on the space of n-ary operations for Comm and [Comm]
Z2 leads to the
computation of Sn characters of Lie
odd(n),Poisoddd (n). The details for the main case d = 1 can be found
in [50].
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3.4 Z2-invariants of the associative operad
We already discussed the Z2-action and its Koszul dual action on the operad As of associative algebras
in (2.1.1) and (2.1.2) given by flipping the order of the multiplication and changing the sign in the
Koszul dual case. The aim of this section is to give the algebraic presentation of the suboperad of τ -
invariants [As]Z2 in terms of generators and relations. The key observation is that τ preserves filtration
by commutators. Consequently, the space of τ -invariants of the associative operad and the space of
τ -invariants of the associated graded operad (which coincides with the Poisson operad) have the same
dimension.
Theorem 3.4.1. The operad [As]Z2 is generated by
– the binary generator ν2 := x1x2 − x2x1,
– the ternary generator µ3 :=
∑
σ∈S3
xσ(1)xσ(2)xσ(3), subject to the following relations
2:
ν2(ν2(x1, x2), x3) + ν2(ν2(x2, x3), x1) + ν2(ν2(x3, x1), x2) = 0 (3.4.2)
ν2(µ3(x1, x2, x3), x4) = µ3(x1, x2, ν2(x3, x4)) + µ3(x1, ν2(x2, x4), x3) + µ3(ν2(x1, x4), x2, x3) (3.4.3)
µ3(µ3(x1, x2, x4), x3, x5)− µ3(µ3(x1, x2, x3), x4, x5) = B(x1, x2, x3, x4, x5)−B(x1, x2, x4, x3, x5)
with B(a, a, a, b, b) := 3µ3(ν2(a, b), ν2(a, b), a) + 6µ3(ν2(a, ν2(a, b)), a, b)+
+ 65ν2(b, ν2(a, ν2(a, ν2(a, b)))) +
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5 ν2(a, ν2(b, ν2(a, ν2(b, a)))).
(3.4.4)
These relations form a Gro¨bner basis with respect to the degree-path-lexicographic ordering of monomials
and convention ν2 > µ3.
Proof. Let us explain that the aforementioned relations are indeed satisfied. First, notice that the
commutator ν2 is a Lie bracket in any associative algebra, hence the Jacobi identity (3.4.2) follows.
Second, the Lie bracket is a derivation of the associative multiplication
[x1x2, x3] = x1x2x3 − x3x1x2 = x1x2x3 − x1x3x2 + x1x3x2 − x3x1x2 = x1[x2, x3] + [x1, x3]x2,
which implies the Leibniz rule (3.4.3) for the iterated symmetrized multiplication µ3. Note that if we
denote by µ2 the symmetrization of multiplication x1x2 + x2x1, then
µ3(x1, x2, x3) = µ2(x1, µ2(x2, x3)) + µ2(x2, µ2(x3, x1)) + µ2(x3, µ2(x1, x2)) (3.4.5)
We have the following relation together with the Leibniz rule:
µ2(x1, µ2(x2, x3))− µ2(x2, µ2(x3, x1)) = ν2(ν2(x1, x2), x3) (3.4.6)
The remaining relation (3.4.4) was found and checked first using the computer and we do not provide
these computations. However, one can derive it out of presentation (3.4.5) and relation (3.4.6).
In fact the precise form of the right-hand side of relation (3.4.4) will not be relevant, and that such
a relation exists may be shown without direct computations. Indeed, the associative operad As admits
a filtration by commutators and the associated graded operad coincides with the Poisson operad Pois1.
The automorphism τ preserves the filtration by commutators and the corresponding automorphism of
the associate graded operad coincides with the automorphism τ considered in the previous Section 3.3.
Consequently, the operad [As]Z2 also admits a filtration by commutators and the associated graded
coincides with the Koszul operad [Pois1]
Z2 . The operations µ3 and ν2 generate the associated graded
operad and, consequently, their preimages generate the initial operad [As]Z2 . As we already mentioned
the Jacobi identity for ν2 as well as the Leibniz identity (3.3.5) for generators of [Pois1]
Z2 remain valid in
[As]Z2 (relations (3.4.2) and (3.4.3)). However, the right-hand side of relation (3.2.2) has to be replaced
by an expression in µ3 and ν2 that contains at least one ν2. Notice, that an operadic monomial of
arity 5 in the binary operation ν2 and the ternary operation µ3 should be at least cubic in generators
if the degree in ν2 is greater than zero. Thus, the quadratic Gro¨bner basis of relations for [Pois1]
Z2 is
replaced by a nonhomogeneous Gro¨bner basis of the relations for [As]Z2 but with the same homogeneous
component of degree 2.
2not all the relations are invariant under the action of symmetric group, so first one has enlarge the space of quadratic
relations using permutations of inputs
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Corollary 3.4.7. The homology of the cobar construction of the cooperad [As]XZ2 dual to the operad [As]
Z2
is equal to the operad Poisodd1 . However, the cobar construction is not formal and the nonhomogeneous
relation (3.4.4) yields the existence of nontrivial ∞-products on Poisodd1 that make it equivalent to the
mosaic operad M¯R0,•.
Proof. Consider, the Anick-type resolution of a (shuffle) operad (discovered in [11]) whose generators
are constructed out of intersections of leading monomials of the given Gro¨bner basis of an operad. This
resolution is minimal if the leading monomials are quadratic. Therefore, the space of generators for the
minimal resolutions for the operad [As]Z2 and its associated graded are the same:
Ω((Poisodd1 )
X) := F(s(Poisodd1 )X, d) quis→ [Pois1]Z2 F(s(Poisodd1 )X, d+ d>3) quis→ [As]Z2
The differential in the Anick-type resolution replaces leading monomials by the corresponding relations in
the Gro¨bner basis. Therefore, the differential can be split into part of homogeneity 2 and the part of homo-
geneity greater than 2. That is, the derivation d>3 maps (Pois
odd
1 )
X to ⊕k>3 (Poisodd1 )X ◦ . . . ◦ (Poisodd1 )X︸ ︷︷ ︸
k
.
The double bar construction explains that the generators of the minimal resolution coincide with the
cohomology of the (co)bar construction. Consequently, the cohomology of the cobar constructions of
[As]XZ2 and of its associated graded are the same vector spaces, meaning that the corresponding spectral
sequence degenerates in the first term.
To see the non-formality, we first note that operads [As]Z2 and [Pois1]
Z2 are not isomorphic. This
is because the generators are singled out uniquely, up to scale, by their symmetries, and they satisfy
different relations. But then the operads [As]Z2 and [Pois1]
Z2 are also not quasi-isomorphic, since they
have no differential, and any quasi-isomorphism would in particular induce an isomorphism on the level
of the cohomology operads. Finally it follows that the cobar construction of [As]XZ2 cannot be formal.
Otherwise, the bar-cobar construction of [As]XZ2 would be quasi-isomorphic to the bar construction of
Poisodd1 , i.e., to [Pois1]
X
Z2
. Of course, bar-cobar construction of [As]XZ2 is also quasi-isomorphic to [As]
X
Z2
,
and hence, dualizing, [Pois1]
Z2 and [As]Z2 were quasi-isomorphic, a contradiction.
As an easy consequence of Theorem 2.2.3 and Corollary 3.4.7 we recover the results of [14] on the
rational cohomology of M0,n+1(R):
Corollary 3.4.8. 1. The Q-homology of the mosaic operad is equal to Poisodd1 .
2. The mosaic operad is not formal.
3. The Poincare´ polynomial
∑
k>0 dimH
k(M0,n+1(R);Q) tkk! equals
∏
16k< n
2
(1 + z(n− 2k)2)
Proof. Items 1 and 2 follows from Corollary 3.4.7 and the Poincare polynomial was computed for
Poisoddd (n) in (3.3.16).
Remark 3.4.9. In order to cover the information of the mosaic operad over integers and, in particular,
the description of the torsion homology groups of M0,n(R) one has to deal with the presentation of the
cooperad [As]XZ2 over integers in terms of (co)generators and (co)relations. Unfortunately, we do not
know a simple description of the latter cooperad over integers.
4 Hopf models for Poisd and Ed
This section does not contain any new material. We give short overview of certain known combinatorial
algebraic models of the little discs operad and the Poisson operad considered as Hopf operads in terms
of graphs. We refer to e.g. [36],[60],[61] for more detailed expositions to these operads. The most
complicated model of oriented graphs is upgraded in Section 5 in order to produce a model of Poisoddd .
We also add some remarks about the deformations of the operad (of chains on) Ed. These remarks will
be used in describing the deformations of Poisoddd and for a description of an algebraic (Hopf) model of
the mosaic operad M¯R0,•.
By a Hopf operad we simply mean an operad in the category of differential graded cocommutative
coalgebras. The comultiplication on the space of n-ary operations of a Hopf operad P will be denoted
by ∆P : P → P ⊗ P .
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4.1 Simplest Hopf models for Poisd
The standard presentation (3.3.1) of the operad Poisd admits the following very simple formula for the
Hopf coproduct:
∆Poisd(µ2) = µ2 ⊗ µ2, ∆Poisd(ν2) = µ2 ⊗ ν2 + ν2 ⊗ µ2 with ν2, µ2 ∈ Poisd(2). (4.1.1)
In particular, the corresponding spaces of n-ary cooperations of the cooperad PoisXd (n) := H
q
(Ed(n)) =
H
q
(Conf(n,Rd)) is known to be a quadratic Koszul algebra called Orlik-Solomon algebra (see e.g. [1],[44]):
OSd(n) := H
q
(Ed(n);Q) ≃ Q
 νij , 1 6 i 6= j 6 nνij = (−1)dνji
deg(νij) = d− 1
∣∣∣∣ νijνij ,νijνjk + νjkνki + νkiνij
 .
The Lie bracket ν2 ∈ Poisd(2) generates a Koszul suboperad Lie{1−d} of Lie algebras (with a Lie bracket
of degree (1 − d)). The Koszul dual operad Lie{1 − d}! is an operad of shifted commutative algebras
and one has a simple resolution L∞{1− d} of Lie{1− d}. This replacement defines another simple Hopf
operad that is obviously quasiisomorphic to Poisd:
hoPoisd := F
 µ2 ∈ hoPoisd(2),νk ∈ hoPoisd(k), k > 1
deg(νk) = 1− ks
∣∣∣∣ µ2(µ2(x1, x2), x3) = µ2(x1, µ2(x2, x3))d(νk) =∑i+j=k+1∑σ∈Sk+1(−1)σσ · νi ◦1 νj

∆(µ2) = µ2 ⊗ µ2, ∆(νk) = µ2 ◦ µ2 ◦ . . . ◦ µ2︸ ︷︷ ︸
k
⊗νk + νk ⊗ µ2 ◦ µ2 ◦ . . . ◦ µ2︸ ︷︷ ︸
k
.
(4.1.2)
The case d = 1 is a bit exceptional meaning that the operad E1 is equivalent to the operad As of
associative algebras. However, the operad hoPois1 is also well defined and is a model for the operad
Pois1 of Poisson algebras. There exist a standard filtration by the number of commutators on the operad
of associative algebras whose associated graded is Pois1. Respectively, the operad As is considered as a
deformation of the operad Pois1 and we will specify a particular element in the deformation complex of
Pois1 that is responsible for this deformation in Section 4.6.
4.2 Fulton McPherson operad FMd
In [16] Fulton and McPherson defined a compactification of the space of configurations of points in
a variety X given as a consecutive composition of blowups of all the diagonals in Xn. For X = Rd
one has to consider real (spherical) blowups (bordifications). It is well known that the corresponding
compactifications FMd(n) together with their natural stratifications define manifolds with corners which
assembles into a model of the little d-dimensional discs operad Ed. In particular, FMd(2) ≃ Sd−1 and
the forgetful maps FMd(n)→ FMd(2) forgetting all but i-th and j-th points is denoted by πij .
These operads were used by Kontsevich to obtain fibrant dgca models of Poisd (respectively FMd)
given by certain class of differential forms on FMd. The drawback of the dgca models of the operad Poisd
presented in the previous section 4.1 is that they are not fibrant, (essentially) due to the fact that the
corresponding dg coalgebras are not cofree.
4.3 Kontsevich’s operads Graphsd of graphs
In [34] M.Kontsevich defined the combinatorial model Graphsd for the little cubes operad Ed(n). Let us
only sketch the construction, a more detailed exposition is presented in [36].
First, one define spaces GraphsXd (n) whose elements are linear combinations of isomorphism classes
of undirected ”admissible” graphs with vertices of two sorts: there are n numbered external vertices and
arbitrary (finite) number of unlabeled internal vertices of valence at least 3. One furthermore requires
that each connected component of a graph contains at least one external vertex. Here is an example for
n = 5
1 2 3 4 5 .
The cohomological degree of an inner vertex is −d and the cohomological degree of an edge is d − 1.
The spaces Graphsd(n)
X assemble into a Hopf cooperad, i.e., a cooperad object in the category of dg
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commutative algebras. Combinatorially the cocomposition is given by subgraph contraction and the
differential is given by edge contraction. The commutative multiplication is defined by fusing two graphs
at the external vertices, e.g.,
1 2 3 4 ∧ 1 2 3 4 = 1 2 3 4
We also consider the operad Graphsd dual to Graphs
X
d . (Mind that we slightly abuse the notation
X here.) Concretely, elements of GraphsXd are finite linear combinations of graphs, while elements of
Graphsd can be identified with series of graphs. The operadic composition in the operad Graphsd is given
by insertion at external vertices, and the differential is vertex splitting.
The dg operad Graphsd is generally not a dg Hopf cooperad because of completion issues. It is however
a complete dg Hopf cooperad, in the sense that to define the cocomposition one uses a completed tensor
product. (The completion issue is furthermore inexistent if d > 3, since then it is of finite type in each
arity.)
Also note that the spaces Graphsd(n)
X(n) spanned by all graphs is isomorphic to the free graded
commutative algebra generated by the space of internally connected graphs, meaning that the graphs
are connected if one erases all external vertices. The span of internally connected graphs defines an
operad in the category of L∞-algebras denoted ICGd(n) (see [52] for detailed combinatorial description
of L∞ structure on ICGd(n)).
For any given choice of a propagator ω ∈ Ωd−1PA (FMd(2)) we assign to each graph Γ with n external
and k internal vertices the differential form given by the product of pullbacks of propagators:
ω˜Γ :=
∧
e∈Edges(Γ)
π∗in(e)out(e)ω ∈ Ω(d−1)(#edges)PA (FMd(n+ k))
the direct image of this differential form with respect to the map FMd(n + k) → FMd(n) of forgetting
the points defines a map of cooperads:
Γ 7→ ωΓ :=
∫
FMd(n+k)→FMd(n)
ω˜Γ
GraphsXd (n) −→ ΩPA(FMd(n))
(4.3.1)
whenever the Kontsevich’s vanishing lemma holds:
cΓ :=
∫
FMd(n)
ω˜Γ = 0, for n > 2 (4.3.2)
See [33, 36] for the existence of such a propagator ω and the detailed proof.
Connected components of graphs with no external vertices are forbidden in Graphsd but are of par-
ticular interest in the deformation theory of the little balls operad Ed. It was shown in [60] that the
dg Lie algebra of homotopy deformations of the map Poisd → Graphsd of operads in dgca’s is essen-
tially3 quasiisomorphic to GCd. Where dgla GCd is called Kontsevich graph complex and is spanned by
connected graphs with black vertices, vertex splitting differential and vertex substitution4 as a pre-Lie
algebra structure.
4.4 Operads dGraphsd of directed graphs
One may also consider a directed version of the operad of graphs dGraphsd spanned by the same set of
admissible graphs but with additional orientation of the edges (cf. [60] ). dGraphsd gives an equivalent
dgca model for the little cubes operad Ed. Similar to the model with nondirected graphs the dg Lie
algebra of homotopy deformations of the map Poisd → dGraphs is (essentially) quasiisomorphic to the
directed version dGC of the Kontsevich graph complex GC.
The Hopf (co)multiplication is once again given by the graph gluing through external vertices. The
space dGraphsd(n) is the free dgca cogenerated by internally connected directed graphs with n external
vertices. We denote the corresponding operad in the category of L∞-algebras by dICGd. Once again we
restrict to the case when all inner vertices are at least trivalent.
The same rule Γ 7→ ωΓ ∈ ΩPA(FMd(n)) defines a map of cooperads whenever we start from a
propagator ω ∈ Ωd−1PA (FMd(2)) yielding the Kontsevich vanishing property (4.3.2).
3there are some extra known classes in the deformation complex of Poisd → Poisd given by simple loops of different size
4one graph has to be inserted in all possible ways into a vertex of another graph
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4.5 Shoikhet cocycle
Consider a propagator ω↓ ∈ Ωd−1PA (Sd−1) representing the same class in homology as ω but whose support
belongs to the upper semisphere (points whose last coordinate is positive and we may think them sitting
over the equator). Thus, the differential form ω↓Γ remembers the direction of arrows in a graph. In other
words ω↓ is zero at the point (x¯, y¯) ∈ FMd(2) if we have a negative equality for the last coordinates
of points: xd < yd. The Kontsevich vanishing property (4.3.2) does not hold for the propagator ω
↓ in
dimension d = 2 and, thus, the assignment Γ→ ωΓ is not a map of complexes for d = 2. One avoids this
defect shifting the differential in dGraphs2(n) with the following MC element (called Shoikhet’s element
after [54])
γ↓ :=
∑
G∈directed graphs
c↓G ·G ∈ dGC, with c↓G :=
∫
FM2(n)
ω↓G (4.5.1)
The nonzero summands of γ↓ ∈ dGC2 of the smallest loop order contains graphs with 4 vertices and
looks as follows:
γ↓0 := ± ± 2 (4.5.2)
Proposition. ([54]) The assignment Γ→ ωΓ defines a quasiisomorphism of Hopf cooperads:
dGraphs
γ↓
2 (n)→ ΩPA(FM2(n))
We do not know how to compute all weights c↓G. However, one can choose the propagator ω
↓ ∈
ΩDR(S
1) with additional symmetry:
ω↓(−z¯) = ω↓(π − ϕ) = −ω↓(ϕ) = −ω↓(z). (4.5.3)
This implies certain vanishing of weights c↓G discovered by Shoikhet:
Lemma 4.5.4. ([54] Lemma 2.2) If a directed graph G contains a directed loop or its Euler characteristic
is even then the corresponding integral c↓G :=
∫
FM2(n)
ω↓G = 0. In other words, the Shoikhet element γ
↓ is
concentrated in even loop orders.
Proof. If the graph G with n vertices contains a directed loop then the corresponding form ω↓G ∈
Ω(FM2(n)) is already zero before integration.
Consider the reflection of the plane C = R2 around the y-axis
τ : z = x+ iy 7→ −z¯ = −x+ iy.
Denote by the same letter the corresponding reflection of a configuration of n points in R2. Since
points in FM2(n) are considered modulo joint translations, thus we may suppose that the first point of a
configuration coincides with the origin. Therefore, the determinant of the Jacobian of τ on FM2 is equal
to (−1)n−1. On the other hand, the symmetry (4.5.3) of the propagator implies that for each graph G
with n vertices we have
(−1)#Edges(G)c↓G = (−1)#Edges
∫
FM2(n)
∧
e∈Edges(G)
ω↓e =
∫
FM2(n)
∧
e∈Edges(G)
τ(ω↓e) =∫
τ(FM2(n))
∧
e∈Edges(G)
ω↓e = (−1)n−1
∫
FM2(n)
∧
e∈Edges(G)
ω↓e = (−1)#Vert(G)−1c↓G
Consequently, if the number of edges and the number of vertices of a connected directed graph G are of
the same parity then c↓G = 0.
Remark 4.5.5. The MC element γ↓ is gauge trivial as an element of dGCd since there exists a family
of interpolating propagators between the one yielding Kontsevich property and the directed one ω↓. Thus
the operad dGraphsd and the twisted one dGraphs
γ↓
d are both equivalent to Ed.
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4.6 Merkulov’s operads Graphs↓d of oriented graphs
Suppose that d > 2. The operad dGraphsd of directed graphs contains an acyclic ideal spanned by directed
graphs with at least one target internal vertex (i.e. vertex without outgoing edges). Let dGraphsd be
the corresponding quotient that also gives a model for the little balls operad Ed. In [61] it was introduced
the suboperad fGraphs↓d ⊂ dGraphsd spanned by directed graphs such that
• There are no directed cycles.
• There are no edges starting at the external vertices.
Unfortunately, in the oriented case the restriction to the suboperad whose inner vertices have to be
trivalent is no more a quasiisomorphism and has to be weakened to the following assumption.
Lemma 4.6.1. The suboperad Graphs↓d ⊂ fGraphs↓d spanned by directed graphs such that there are no
internal vertices of valency 1 (with a unique outgoing edge) and vertices of valency 2 (with 1 incoming
and 1 outgoing edges) is quasiisomorphic to the full operad fGraphs↓d.
Proof. The proof repeats the one that was used for the equivalence of operads fGraphsd →֒ Graphsd.
Theorem 4.6.2. ([61]) The following assignment of a graph to each generator of hoPoisd
hoPoisd(2) ∋ µ2 7→ , hoPoisd(n) ∋ νn 7→ 1 n2 · · · n-1 (4.6.3)
extends to a quasiisomorphism of Hopf operads hoPoisd → Graphs↓d+1.
We will comment on the nature of the map (4.6.3) from the point of view of differential forms on the
FM compactifications. Indeed, to each oriented graph Γ ∈ Graphs↓(n) with m internal vertices we assign
a differential form given by a fibered integral
ω↓Γ :=
∫
SCd+1(m,n)→FMd(n)
∧
e∈Γ
π∗in(e)out(e)ω
↓
d+1 (4.6.4)
Here ω↓d+1 ∈ ΩdPA(FMd+1(2)) is a propagator that was used for directed graphs in 4.5, and SCd+1(m,n)
is the Fulton-McPherson compactification of the Swiss Cheese operad in dimension d+1 (see [62] for the
details of this construction). Roughly, SCd+1(m,n) is a compactification of the space of configurations
of m points in the half space R>0 × Rd and n points in the boundary hyperplane {0} × Rd.
Recall, that the case d = 1 is a bit exceptional, meaning that the operad E1 is equivalent to the
associative operad As, however the operad hoe1 (as we defined in (4.1.2)) is equivalent to its associated
graded operad of Poisson algebras Pois.
Lemma 4.6.5. The assignment G 7→ ω↓G defines a map of cooperads(
(Graphs↓2)
X, d+ [γ↓, -]
)
→ ΩPA(FM1)
Proof. Stokes’ theorem.
In other words, the Shoikhet MC-element γ↓ is responsible for the deformation from the operad of
Poisson algebras to the operad of associative algebras in the category of Hopf operads.
It was also proved in [61] that the oriented graph complex computes (essentially) the full set of
deformations of the Hopf operad Poisd, and as a consequence is (essentially) quasi-isomorphic to the
ordinary (non-oriented) graph complex
H(GC↓d+1) = H(GCd) +⊕
⊕
j>1,
j≡2d+1 mod 4
k[d− j]. (4.6.6)
See also [65] for a more direct proof of this statement. In particular, we have dimH1(GC↓2) = dimH
1(GC1) =
1 and the corresponding generator in GC↓2 can be presented as cycle (4.5.2).
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5 Recognizing the Hopf structure of Poisoddd and of M¯R0,•
Note that the cell decomposition of the mosaic operad is not compatible with the diagonal embedding
∆M¯R0,• : M¯R0,• → M¯R0,• × M¯R0,•. Nevertheless, M¯R0,• is a topological operad and one should expect its
model in the category of differential graded cocommutative coalgebras. First, we describe several Hopf
models of the homology operad H q(M¯R0,•) that thanks to Corollary (3.4.8) is equal to Poisodd1 . Second, we
describe the corresponding deformation complex and, third, give a presentation of the free dgca model
for the mosaic operad as a deformation of the free model of Poisodd1 with a given MC (Shoikhet’s) element
of deformation complex.
5.1 Simplest Hopf models for Poisoddd
One can verify that the operad Poisoddd is a Hopf operad whose comultiplication ∆Poisodd
d
: Poisoddd →
Poisoddd ⊗ Poisoddd is easily defined on the generators of the operad Poisoddd :
∆(µ2) = µ2 ⊗ µ2, ∆(ν3(-, -, -)) = µ2(µ2(-, -), -)⊗ ν3(-, -, -) + ν3(-, -, -)⊗ µ2(µ2(-, -), -). (5.1.1)
Note that the latter formulas (5.1.1) resemble the description (4.1.1) of the comultiplication for the Poisd
operad.
The latter presentation (5.1.1) leads to the following description of the graded commutative algebra
structure on the dual space (Poisoddd )
X(n) discovered in [14] for d = 1:
(Poisoddd )
X(n) ≃ Q
 νijk, 1 6 i, j, k 6 nνijk = (−1)dσνσ(i)σ(j)σ(k)
deg(νijk) = 2d− 1
∣∣∣∣∣∣
νijkνijl = 0,
νijkνklm + νjklνlmi + νklmνmij+
+νlmiνijk + νmijνjkl = 0
 (5.1.2)
Remark 5.1.3. In [14] combinatorics of certain posets was used to prove the description of alge-
bras (5.1.2). We postpone the alternative proof of this result to the forthcoming paper [28].
Following the comparison with the models we discussed for operads Poisd in Section 4.1 we may
consider the following homotopy replacement of the operad Poisoddd :
hoPoisoddd := F
(
µ2, ν2k+1, k > 1
deg(ν2k+1) = 1− 2kd
∣∣∣∣ µ2(µ2(x1, x2), x3) = µ2(x1, µ2(x2, x3))d(ν2k+1) =∑i+j=k∑σ∈S2k+1(−1)σσ · ν2i+1 ◦1 ν2j+1
)
∆(µ2) = µ2 ⊗ µ2, ∆(ν2k+1) = µ2 ◦ µ2 ◦ . . . ◦ µ2︸ ︷︷ ︸
2k
⊗ν2k+1 + ν2k+1 ⊗ µ2 ◦ µ2 ◦ . . . ◦ µ2︸ ︷︷ ︸
2k
.
where the generators {ν2k+1|k ∈ N} generate the free resolution Lodd∞ = Ω([Comm]XZ2) of the suboperad
Lieodd ⊂ Poisoddd . The latter suboperad Lieodd is the suboperad generated by the ternary operation ν3.
5.2 Fibrant dgca model for Poisoddd via ”odd” graphs
We say that a vertex in a directed graph is odd (respectively even) if the number of outgoing edges is
odd (resp. even). An oriented graph from fGraphs↓d is called odd if for each internal vertex the number
of outgoing edges is odd. Notice that the subset of oriented graphs containing at least one even internal
vertex forms an operadic ideal in fGraphs↓d closed under the differential. We denote the quotient operad
of fGraphs↓d by this ideal fGraphs
↓,odd
d . The notation shall indicate that it is spanned by oriented graphs
with only odd internal vertices.
Lemma 5.2.1. The suboperad Graphs↓,oddd ⊂ fGraphs↓,oddd spanned by odd graphs whose internal vertices
are at least trivalent is quasiisomorphic to the full operad of odd graphs fGraphs↓,oddd .
Proof. Notice that there are only two possibility of an internal odd vertex v of an odd graph Γ not to
be trivalent:
• v is of valency 1 and has exactly one outgoing edge;
• v is of valency 2 and has one incoming and one outgoing edge.
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These two possibilities are covered by usual spectral sequence argument related to the filtration of fGraphs
given by the length of antenna’s (a directed path consisting of bivalent vertices).
Theorem 5.2.2. The following assignment of a graph to each generator of hoPoisoddd
hoPoisoddd (2) ∋ µ2 7→ , hoPoisoddd (2k + 1) ∋ ν2k+1 7→ 1 2k+12 · · · 2k (5.2.3)
extends to a quasi-isomorphism of (complete) Hopf operads F : hoPoisoddd → Graphs↓,oddd+1 .
Proof. Let us compute the cohomology of Graphs↓,oddd+1 . To this end we endow Graphs
↓,odd
d+1 with the
descending complete filtration by the number of top vertices in graphs, i.e., the number of internal
vertices with no inputs. We consider the associated graded complexes grtGraphs↓,oddd+1 , where the ”t” shall
remind that this is via the filtration by the number of top vertices. The differential consists of just just
those splittings of vertices that do not increase the number of top vertices.
Next, we filter grtGraphs↓,oddd+1 again by the number of directed path between top vertices and external
vertices. The differential on the path-associated graded grpgrtGraphs↓,oddd+1 consists of only those splittings
of vertices that do not decrease the number of paths. The cohomology can be evaluated as in [42]. To
this end we take yet a third filtration as follows. We temporarily call an edge from a vertex v to a
vertex w separating, such that the edge is the only outgoing edge at v, and the only incoming edge at
w, pictorially
or .
We filter by the number of non-separating edges, so that the differential on the associated graded complex
grnsgrpgrtGraphs↓,oddd+1 consist only of those terms creating a separating edge, while also not decreasing
the number of path or creating top vertices. Pictorially it is given by the following operations
7→ or 7→ .
This differential has an obvious homotopy by contracting a separating edge. We can hence identify the
cohomology of grnsgrpgrtGraphs↓,oddd+1 with the subquotient consisting of graphs with no internal edge of
valency (> 2,> 2) and no external vertices of valency > 2, modulo all graphs with separating edges.
Combinatorially in all nonzero such diagrams all vertices (internal and external) have either zero or one
incoming edge. Now one quickly verifies that the space of such diagrams is identified precisely with
hoPoisoddd , and the identification is done via our map F (i.e., the leading order terms with respect to our
filtrations). Hence by standard spectral sequence arguments, the map F is a quasi-isomorphism. (Here we
note that Graphs↓,oddd+1 splits into a direct product of subcomplexes according to the loop order of graphs,
and each subcomplex is finite dimensional. Thus convergence of the spectral sequences considered is
automatic.)
We remark that the exact same argument also gives a proof of Theorem 4.6.2, alternative to the one
given in [61].
5.3 Hopf model of the mosaic operad M¯R0,• via odd graphs
Let GC↓,oddd be the Lie subalgebra of directed graphs whose loop order is even. In other words, the Euler
characteristic is odd.
Proposition 5.3.1. There is a natural action of the Lie algebra GC↓,oddd on the operad Graphs
↓,odd
d by
operadic derivations. Pictorially the corresponding coaction of (GC↓,oddd )
X on (Graphs↓,oddd )
X is given by
the contraction of a subgraph of odd Euler characteristic with at most one external vertex.
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Proof. See Section 7 for details.
Thanks to Lemma 4.6.5 the Shoikhet MC element γ↓ recalled in (4.5.1) belongs to the subalgebra
GC
↓,odd
2 . In particular, one can consider the twisted (co)operad (Graphs
↓,odd
2 )
γ↓ twisted by the Shoikhet
MC element γ↓. The twisting affects the differential, but does not change the operadic composition. The
differential in the corresponding cooperad (Graphs↓,odd2 )
γ↓ is given by the following summation:
dγ
↓
(Γ) =
∑
e∈Edges(Γ)
Γ/e+
∑
G⊂Γ
c↓GΓ/G with c
↓
G :=
∫
FM2(Vert(G))
∧
e∈EdgesG
ω↓e
where the second summation is given via subgraphs G ⊂ Γ such that
• G has odd Euler characteristic and 2#vertices−#edges = 3;
• G contains no more than one external vertex;
• the graph Γ/G obtained by contraction of a subgraph G inside Γ remains to be an oriented graph
presenting an element of Graphs↓,odd2 . That is, all inner vertices of Γ/G have an odd number of
outputs, and there are no source vertices and no loops and double edges.
As mentioned earlier, the Stasheff polytope is homeomorphic to the Fulton-Macpherson compactifica-
tion of points on the line and the latter coincides with the component SC(0, n) of the Fulton-Macpherson
compactification of the swiss cheese operad that does not contain the marked points outside of the
boundary. Thus, the fibered integral assignment
Γ 7→ ω↓Γ :=
∫
SC(M,n)→SC(0,n)
∧
e∈Γ
ω↓e
defines a differential form on FM1(n) out of an odd directed graph Γ with n external vertices. Moreover,
the preceding Lemma 5.3.2 explains why the differential form ω↓Γ can be considered as a differential form
on the manifold M0,n+1(R) and we will use the same notation ω↓Γ for it.
Lemma 5.3.2. Let T1∼Z2T2 be a pair of leaf-labeled rooted trees from Tn that are equivalent under the
equivalence relation introduced in Section 2.2. Let UT1 (respectively UT2) be the corresponding cells in
FM1(n). Then the pushforwards of the restrictions of the form ω
↓
Γ on the corresponding cells coincides:(
pn
∣∣∣
UT1
)
∗
(
ω↓Γ
∣∣∣
UT1
)
=
(
pn
∣∣∣
UT2
)
∗
(
ω↓Γ
∣∣∣
UT2
)
Proof. The statement of the Lemma is obvious for the top-dimensional cells. For example, as predicted
by the flip τ : As → As defined in Section 3.4 the orientation of the cell Uσ and Uσop differs by the sign
(−1)n−1. Consequently, the forms pn∗
(
ω↓Γ
∣∣∣
Uσ
)
and pn∗
(
ω↓Γ
∣∣∣
Uσop
)
coincides for the simplest directed
graph Γ = 1 n· · · (with a unique inner vertex) if and only if n is odd.
The coincidence for general strata follows from the factorization property of the strata:
UT := ×
v∈VertT
Uσv , with σv ∈ S|in(v)|
and the factorization property of fibered integrals:
ω↓Γ
∣∣∣
UT
=
⊗
v∈Vert(T )
ω↓Γv
∣∣∣
Uσv
, (5.3.3)
where the graphs Γv are uniquely determined by the cooperad structure and cooperadic cocomposition
prescribed by T .
Finally, we are able to state one of the main results of this paper.
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Theorem 5.3.4. The fiber-integral assignment Γ 7→ ω↓Γ defines a quasi-isomorphism between the twisted
cooperad ((Graphs↓,odd2 )
γ↓)X and the cooperad of differential forms on the Mosaic operad ΩDR(M¯R0,•).
Equivalently, the twisted operad (Graphs↓,odd2 , d + [γ
↓, -]) defines a real algebraic model of the Mosaic
operad in the category of (complete) dg-coalgebras.
Remark 5.3.5. The functor of differential forms is not a comonoidal functor, thus the dgca’s of differ-
ential forms of a topological operad is not really a cooperad but is very close to be. Following §3 of [30]
and Definition 3.1 of [36] the existence of the following commutative diagrams for all pairs (m,n):
((Graphs↓,odd2 )
γ↓)X(m+ n) ΩDR(M0,m+n+1(R))
ΩDR(M0,m+2(R)×M0,n+1(R))
((Graphs↓,odd2 )
γ↓)X(m+ 1)⊗ ((Graphs↓,odd2 )γ
↓
)X(n) ΩDR(M0,m+2(R))⊗ Ω(M0,n+1(R))
(5.3.6)
is enough to say that the twisted operad (Graphs↓,odd2 )
γ↓ is a rational model for the mosaic operad.
Proof. Let us explain why the fibered integral assignment is a quasiisomorphism of Hopf operads. In
particular, we have to explain the following.
• The map is a map of operads. This is clear from the factorization property of forms ωΓ that the
diagram 5.3.6 is commutative.
• For each arity n the map (Graphs↓,odd2 )X(n)→ ΩDR(M0,n+1(R)) is a map of graded algebras. This
follows from the definition of the fibered integral, because the algebra structure on the graphs is
given by concatenation of graphs and gluing external vertices.
• The map is a map of complexes, i.e., compatible with the differentials. This is the core of The-
orem 5.3.4. The proof is based on the Stokes formula applied to the fibered integrals on the
Fulton-MacPherson compactification of the Swiss Cheese operad. The careful proof is a bit tech-
nical but completely repeats the proofs carefully written in [36] for the case of Little balls operad
and the proof of the analogous statement with directed graphs in [54]. The only thing we have to
mention is that we do the Stokes formula on the Swiss Cheese and on the Stasheff polytopes and
use the fact of Lemma 5.3.2 that for odd graphs Γ the forms ω↓Γ considered as a form on SC(0, n)
can be considered also as a form on M0,n+1(R).
• The map is a quasi-isomorphism. The loop order of a graph defines a filtration on (Graphs↓,odd2 , d+
[γ↓, -]). The corresponding associated graded is isomorphic to Graphs↓,odd2 . One can define the
filtration on As and respectively on [As]Z2 that defines a filtration on ΩOp([As]
X
Z2
) and on the
quasiisomorphic complex ΩDR(M0,n+1(R)). We state that the desired morphism of operads is a
map of filtered operads and Theorem 5.2.2 explains that the associated graded map is a quasi-
isomorphism.
6 Rational homotopy type of M0,n+1(R)
6.1 (Ho)Lie models of Poisoddd and the rational homotopy type of Pois
odd
d (n)
We proved in Theorem 5.2.2 that the operad of oriented odd graphs Graphs↓,oddd is a model of the Hopf
operad Poisoddd . One of the main features of this model is that the space of n-ary operations Graphs
↓,odd
d (n)
is the free commutative algebra whose generators spanned by internally connected odd graphs. I.e. the
graphs that remains to be connected after deleting all external vertices. We use the notation ICG↓,oddd
for the L∞ algebra spanned by these graphs following the notations invented in [52] for the case of the
operad of Graphs. This space is endowed with the edge contracting differential and the L∞-structure that
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can be read of the isomorphism between the space of all possible graphs and the Chevalley-Eilenberg
complex of internally connected graphs
Graphs
↓,odd
d (n) = C
CE
q (ICG
↓,odd
d ) (6.1.1)
The part of the vertex-splitting differential that decreases the number of internally connected components
remembers the desired L∞ structure. The latter may happen only while splitting an external vertex.
In this section we compute the homology of the L∞-algebra ICG
↓,odd
d+1 (n) for all n. In particular, we
show that the cohomology of these L∞-algebras are quadratic Koszul Lie algebras, which assemble into
a model of Poisoddd in the category of Lie algebras.
The quadratic Lie algebra dual to Poisoddd (n) has the following presentation in terms of generators
and relations:
toddd (n) := Lie
 νijk, 1 6 i, j, k 6 nνijk = (−1)dσνσ(i)σ(j)σ(k)
deg(νijk) = 2− 2d
∣∣∣∣∣∣
[νijk, νpqi + νpqj + νpqk] = 0
[νijk, νpqr] = 0
for #{i, j, k, p, q, r} = 6.
 (6.1.2)
that generalizes the presentation found in [14] for the quadratic Lie algebra dual to the quadratic algebra
H
q
(M0,n+1(R)). We denote this Lie algebra by todd as an odd version of the Drinfeld-Kohno Lie algebra:5
td(n) := Lie
 tij , 1 6 i 6= j 6 ntij = (−1)dtji
deg(tij) = 2− d
∣∣∣∣∣∣
[tij , tik + tjk] = 0
[tij , tkl] = 0,
for #{i, j, k, l} = 4.

Lemma 6.1.3. The assignment νijk 7→
[
i j k
]
extends to an embedding of Lie algebras
ψ : toddd (n)→ H
q
(ICG↓,oddd+1 (n)).
Proof. The existence of the embedding ψ follows from the general theory of Koszul duality for algebras
([46]). Recall that with each quadratic algebraA one assigns a Koszul-dual algebraA! (the cohomology of
the cobar construction) and the quadratic-dual algebra qA! defined by the dual set of generators and the
dual set of quadratic relations. The quadratic dual algebra qA! is isomorphic to the graded subalgebra
of A! spanned by elements whose homological degree coincides with the inner degree. The algebra A is
called Koszul if qA! and A! coincide.
The Lie algebra toddd (n) is the quadratic dual to the quadratic algebra (Pois
odd
d (n))
X and the L∞ algebra
ICG
↓,odd
d+1 (n) is quasiisomorphic to the Harrison complex of Graphs
↓,odd
d+1 (n) and thanks to Theorem 5.2.2
we know that the latter dgca is equivalent to (Poisoddd (n))
X. Consequently, ICG↓,oddd+1 (n) is equivalent to
the Koszul dual Lie algebra of the commutative algebra (Poisoddd (n))
X.
In order to ensure the reader that the map ψ is the desired map between quadratic dual and Koszul
dual Lie algebras to the algebra (Poisoddd (n))
X let us check the defining relations (6.1.2) of the Lie algebra
toddd (n).
Recall, that the Lie bracket (as well as all higher brackets) for internally connected graphs is given by
gluing the graphs through external vertices and then splitting one of the external vertices. In particular,
the component spanned by trees in the Lie bracket of the internally trivalent trees is also a sum of
internally trivalent trees.
Notice that, if |{i, j, k, p, q, r}| = 6 then ψ(νijk) and ψ(νpqr) commute, because the subsets of external
vertices they are connected do not intersect. Moreover,
d
 i j k p q
 = i j k p q + j k i p q + k i j p q =
= [ψ(νijk), ψ(νkpq)] + [ψ(νijk), ψ(νipq)] + [ψ(νijk), ψ(νjpq)].
The relations (6.1.2) are verified on the level of homology H
q
(ICG↓,oddd+1 (n)).
5The lower index d corresponds to the dimension of the unit ball in the little d-discs operad Ed ≃ FMd. The classical
Drinfeld-Kohno Lie algebra corresponds to the case d = 2 when E2(n) is an aspherical space with t2(n) equals the Malcev
completion of the pure braid group.
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Theorem 6.1.4. The map ψ : toddd (n)→ H
q
(ICG↓,oddd+1 (n)) is an isomorphism that fits into the following
commutative diagram (whose vertical arrows are isomorphism and horizontal arrows are embeddings):
νijk t
odd
d (n) td+1(n) tij

i j k
 H(ICG↓,oddd+1 (n)) H(dICGd+1(n)) [ i j ]+ (−1)d [ i j ]
ψ
ξn:νijk 7→[tij ,tjk]
ψ
(6.1.5)
Before going into the somewhat cumbersome proof of the theorem let us mention the main corollary
Corollary 6.1.6. The quadratic dual algebras Poisoddd (n)
X and toddd (n) are Koszul for all n and the
operad toddd is a model for the Hopf operad Pois
odd
d in the category of Lie algebras.
In particular, for d = 1 the quadratic skew-commutative algebra H
q
(M0,n+1(R)) and the Lie algebra
todd1 (n) are Koszul dual to each other.
Proof. It is enough to show that the operads toddd and ICG
↓,odd
d+1 are homotopically equivalent operads in
the category of L∞-algebras. We will state the proof in the case d = 1 for simplicity. The general case is
covered by the same arguments but requires more careful comparison of homological and inner gradings
in toddd that seems rather technical than conceptual.
Let us introduce an auxiliary operad in L∞ algebras as a truncation of ICG
↓,odd
2 in 0 homological
degree:
degree s component
(
TICG
↓,odd
2 (n)
)s
:=

(
ICG
↓,odd
2
)s
, if s < 0,(
ICG
↓,odd
2
)0
closed
, if s = 0,
0, if s > 0,
(6.1.7)
Since, ψ is an isomorphism we know that the complexes ICG↓,odd2 (n) have nontrivial homology only
in 0 degree. Hence, both maps TICG↓,odd2 (n) → todd1 (n) and TICG↓,odd2 (n) → ICG↓,odd2 (n) are quasi-
isomorphisms for all n that are compatible with the operadic structure.
6.1.1 Vertical arrows in Theorem 6.1.4
In this subsection we prove the vertical part of Theorem 6.1.4. The map td(n)→ H(dICGd(n)) is known
to be an isomorphism after [52]. Thus, this section is devoted to show that the map ψ : toddd (n) →
H(ICG↓,oddd+1 (n)) is an isomorphism for all n.
Recall, that thanks to Lemma 5.2.1 we know that all internal vertices of an odd graph Γ ∈ ICG↓,oddd
are at least trivalent. We know that the homological grading and the internal grading of the Lie algebra
toddd (n) differ by linear transformation. Thanks to the Koszul duality theory and comparison between
quadratic dual and Koszul dual algebras mentioned in the proof of Lemma 6.1.3 we know that any
nontrivial higher Lie bracket on H
q
(ICG↓,oddd+1 ) will be of wrong homological grading. Thus, in order to
show that the map ψ : toddd → H
q
(ICG↓,oddd+1 ) is an isomorphism it is enough to prove the following key
result.
Lemma 6.1.8. All non-trivial cohomology classes in ICG↓,oddd can be represented by linear combinations
of internally trivalent trees.
The proof is based on a collection of consecutive spectral sequence arguments such that the associated
graded differential for each particular spectral sequence is the edge contraction that does not brake certain
symmetries defined combinatorially in terms of graphs. Maschke’s theorem is the key argument that helps
in this type of computations.
Remark 6.1.9. For each given pair of integers n > 1 and l > 0 the number of graphs in ICG↓,oddd (n) with
a given loop order l is finite. Consequently all spectral sequences we are dealing with converge because all
complexes are splitted to the direct sums of finite dimensional ones.
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Definition 6.1.10. For each subset S ⊂ [1n] consider the subspace ICG↓,oddd,S (n) ⊂ ICG↓,oddd (n) spanned
by internally connected graphs Γ yielding the two following properties:
(ı) for all s ∈ S the graph Γ has a unique edge ending in the external vertex s and the source vertex
of this edge has more than one outgoing edges: s . . .
(ıı) for all pairs of different elements s, t ∈ S the length of the minimal (nondirected) path between s
and t is greater than 2. In other words, we do not allow an internal vertex with two outgoing
edges ending in external vertices from the subset S: s t .
Lemma 6.1.11. The homology of the complex ICG↓,oddd,S (n) are spanned by iternally trivalent trees. In
particular, for each given loop order the homology is concentrated in a unique homological degree.
Note that Lemma 6.1.8 is a particular case of Lemma 6.1.11 when S = ∅.
Proof. The proof is the simultaneous (increasing) induction on the number n of externally connected
vertices, (decreasing) induction on the cardinality of the subset S and (increasing) induction on the loop
order of a graph.
For the base of induction (|S| = n) we notice that there are no oriented graphs (with no oriented
loops) in ICG↓,oddd,[1n](n). Indeed, each internal vertex of a graph Γ ∈ ICG↓,oddd has at least one outgoing edge
and if, in addition, each external vertex of Γ is connected by a unique edge and the source of this edge has
at least one edge ending in an internal vertex then one can construct a directed path of arbitrary length
that avoids external vertices. However, the number of vertices is finite and hence this path contains a
loop what is not allowed in ICG↓,oddd .
(Induction step). Suppose m ∈ [1n] \ S and thanks to the induction on n we may suppose that we
are dealing with the ideal of graphs connected with m . For each graph Γ ∈ ICG↓,oddd,S (n) we can define
the maximal subtree Tm := Tm(Γ) ⊂ Γ whose vertices are defined by the following property:
w ∈ Tm def⇔ There exists a unique (nondirected) path (with no selfintersections) that starts in w and
ends in m .
Let T ↓m be the subtree of Tm spanned by those vertices v of Tm yielding the conditions:
(a1) the unique path starting at v and ending in m is a directed path;
(a2) if the vertex v is internal (differs from m ) then it has a unique outgoing edge.
Let Γ1,. . . ,Γk be the set of internally connected components of the complementary graph Γ\T ↓m (internal
vertices of T ↓m are considered as external vertices of the complementary graph Γ \ T ↓m). Moreover,
∀1 6 i 6 k there exists exactly one vertex vi ∈ T ↓m such that there exists not less than one edge ending
in vi that belongs to Γi. The uniqueness of vi is goverened by definition of Tm ⊃ T ↓m. Consider the
following example of a graph Γ. The complementary graph Γ\T ↓m has three connected component drawn
in different collors (green, yellow and blue). We draw the tree T ↓m together with the incoming edges that
correspond to connected components that is designed by corresponding colloring:
Γ Γ \ T ↓m(Γ) T ↓m(Γ)
pi j m l
m2m1
pi j m3 l
(6.1.12)
Consider the filtration of ICG↓,oddd,S (n) by the number k of internally connected components of the
graph Γ \T ↓m(Γ). We will explain that the cohomology of the associated graded complex are represented
by internally trivalent trees. Thanks to Mashke’s theorem we can order the set of connected components
and the complex is the tensor product of the same complexes with the unique connected component
and the complex L∞(k) that corresponds to the subtree T
↓
m. The operad Lie is Koszul and therefore the
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subtree T ↓m is represented by trivalent trees. Thus, it remains to show that the homology of the quotient
complex ICG↓,oddd,S (n)
1 spanned by graphs Γ ∈ ICG↓,oddd,S (n) with unique internally connected component
Γ1 of Γ \ T ↓m(Γ) is spanned by internally trivalent trees.
Note that the graph Γ \ T ↓m(Γ) may have a unique internally connected component if and only if
T ↓m(Γ) either is equal to m or consists of one edge
v
m . Therefore the complex ICG↓,oddd,S (n)
1 admits
a decomposition ICG↓,oddd,S (n)
1 = ICG↓,oddd,S (n)
1
0 ⊕ ICG↓,oddd,S (n)11 where the additional rightmost lower index
corresponds to the number of edges in T ↓m. Consider the homotopy h : ICG
↓,odd
d,S (n)
1
1 ։ ICG
↓,odd
d,S (n)
1
0 to
the first differential in the corresponding spectral sequence given by contraction of the edge
v
m if
allowed. The kernel of this surjection is spanned by graphs having more than one outgoing edge from
the unique internal vertex v ∈ T ↓m. This kernel is decomposed into the sum ICG↓,oddd,S⊔{m}(n) and the
subcomplex K spanned by graphs with at least one outgoing edge from the internal vertex v ending in
an external vertex s with s ∈ S. Let us show that the subcomplex K is almost acyclic. Consider the
filtration K = ⊕s∈SKs by the minimal number of the external vertex s connected by an edge with v.
The associated graded complex Ks admits additional twostep filtration Ks = K
3
s ⊕K>3s , where K3s is
spanned by graphs with the vertex v trivalent. Note that if v is trivalent then v has 3 outgoing edges,
one ending in s another ending in m and the latter connects v with the remaining part of the graph:
v
s m
. . . . Consider the homotopy h′ to the associated graded differential given by contraction of the
unique edge connecting v and the remaining part of the graph:
h′ :
v
s m 7→
v
s m
The homotopy h′ defines a bijection between graphs spanning K3s and K
3
s except one particular case
when the remaining part of the graph consists of one external vertex t and if S = {s} or S = {s, t}
the cohomology of Ks is spanned by the simplest trivalent graph
v
s m t . The simultaneous induction
finishes the proof that cohomology classes are represented by internally trivalent trees and therefore sits
in one homological degree for each given loop order of a graph.
Let us denote by LICG↓,oddd (n) the L∞-ideal of ICG
↓,odd
d (n) spanned by graphs connected by an edge
with the latter external vertex n . Following the aforementioned proof one can define a collection of
subcomplexes LICG↓,oddd,S ⊂ LICG↓,oddd and proof that their homology are represented by certain internally
trivalent trees. Moreover, one easely conclude the following
Corollary 6.1.13. Each homogeneous cocycle c of the loop order l > 2 representing a cohomological
class of the comlex LICG↓,oddd,[1n−1](n) can be represented by a sum of internally trivalent trees with a unique
edge connected with the latter external vertex n and no other outgoing edges for the source of the latter
edges.
6.1.2 Horizontal arrows in Theorem 6.1.4.
Lemma 6.1.8 implies that the algebras Poisoddd (n)
X are Koszul and therefore the maps ψn : t
odd
d (n) →
H
q
(ICG↓,oddd+1 ) is an isomorphism. On the other hand, we want to have a better description of the coho-
mology and we need an embedding to the ordinary Drinfeld-Kohno Lie algebra.
Note that the map ξn : t
odd
d (n)
νijk 7→[tij ,tjk]−→ td+1(n) is well defined and fits into the following map of
short exact sequences of Lie algebras (defined over Q):
0 kerπn t
odd
d (n) t
odd
d (n− 1) 0
0 Lie(t1n, . . . , tn−1n) td+1(n) td+1(n− 1) 0
pin
ξn ξn−1
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Here the map πn maps a generator νijk to the corresponding generator νijk whenever i, j, k are different
from n, the generators νijn are mapped to 0. The statement that ξn is a monomorphism will be proved
by induction on n and it is enough to explain that the morphism ξn : kerπ → Lie(t1n, . . . , tn−1,n) is an
embedding. The latter will be explained below (Proposition 6.1.17) using the language of (internally
connected) graphs.
Notice, that on the level of graphs the ideal kerπn corresponds to the L∞-ideal of ICG
↓,odd
d+1 spanned
by graphs that are connected to the latter external vertex n . We will call this ideal LICG↓,oddd+1 .
Let us define another L∞-algebra of graphs called LICG
,odd
d (n) spanned by internally connected
oriented odd graphs connected with the external vertex n with a mild relief: we allow outgoing edges
from the latter external vertex n . All other external vertices may have only incoming edges. Let us
define a combinatorial map:
θ : LICG ,oddd (n)→ Lie({tsn|s = 1 . . . n− 1})
by (i) projecting onto internal trivalent trees with only one edge connecting to the external vertex n ,
(ii) forgetting the directions of arrows, (iii) interpreting the tree as a Lie tree in tjn: the vertex n is
considered to be a root, a leave connected to the vertex j corresponds to a copy of a tjn and each inner
vertex corresponds to a commutator. For example:
i j n k 7→
j i k
n
7→ [[tjn, tin], [tin, tkn]],
i j k 1 7→
i
k
j
1
7→ [tin, [tkn, [tin, tjn]].
(6.1.14)
Recall that the kernel of the map td(n)→ td(n− 1) is known to be isomorphic to the free Lie algebra on
n− 1 generator of degree 2− d which can be called for simplicity by {tsn|s = 1..n− 1}.
Lemma 6.1.15. The map θ : LICG ,oddd (n)→ Lie({tsn|s = 1 . . . n− 1}) is a quasiisomorphism of graded
L∞-algebras.
Proof. Note that each higher Lie bracket with k arguments in ICG↓,oddd (n) produces a new vertex of
valency k + 1. Hence, the image of all higher Lie brackets is zero under θ. The ordinary Lie bracket in
LICG
,odd
d (n) maps trivalent trees to trivalent trees. Moreover, the Lie bracket of two internally trivalent
trees Γ1,Γ2 with a unique edge connecting the last vertex n is a sum of trivalent trees, but there is
only one summand with a unique edge ending at the last vertex n. This graph is glued out of Γ1 and
Γ2 through the new internal trivalent vertex whose remaining edge is connected with the last external
vertex n. The vertex splitting differential on an internally trivalent tree may differ from zero only while
splitting an external vertex, however, the corresponding graph will have a nontrivial internal loop order.
Thus, θ is a map from L∞ algebra to an ordinary Lie algebra lt(n) (compatible with the differential).
The proof that θ is a quasiisomorphism repeats the one given in [52] (Appendix B). Consider a two
step filtration (a grading) of LICG ,oddd (n):
LICG
,odd
d (n) = LICG
,odd
d (n)
1 ⊕ LICG ,oddd (n)>2
with LICG ,oddd (n)
1 consisting of graphs that have exactly one edge (either incoming or outgoing) con-
nected to the vertex 1 and LICG ,oddd (n)
>2 contains at least two edges attached to 1 . The first term
of the corresponding spectral sequence is the subspace LICG ,oddd (n)
1
disc ⊂ LICG ,oddd (n)1 spanned by
graphs that become disconnected after contracting the unique edge attached to 1 . Let v be the vertex
on the other end of the edge connecting to the vertex 1 . If v is external the graph consists of one edge
and we are done. If v is internal then by deleting v we get an isomorphism between LICG ,oddd (n)
1
disc
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and the truncated Chevalley-Eilenberg complex CCE
q>2(LICG
,odd
d (n)). The cohomology computation of a
truncated free Lie algebra:
HiCE(Lie(V )) =
{
V, if i = 1,
0, if i 6= 1 ⇒ H
i
(
C
q
>2
CE (Lie(V ))
)
=
{
Lie(V )+ = Lie(V )/V, if i = 2,
0, if i > 2.
(6.1.16)
finishes the inductive prove of Lemma 6.1.15
Now we are ready to prove the key proposition of this section:
Proposition 6.1.17. The morphism ξn : kerπ → Lie(t1n, . . . , tn−1,n) is monomorphic.
Proof. We already see thatH
q
(LICGd(n)) = kerπn and thanks to Lemma 6.1.15 we know thatH
q
(LICG ,oddd (n)) =
Lie(t1n, . . . , tn−1,n). Thus, it is enough to prove that the embedding of complexes LICG
↓,odd
d (n) →֒
LICG
,odd
d (n) remains to be an embedding on the level of cohomolohy. We state (without details) that
the collection of consecutive filtrations and spectral sequences discusses in the core Lemma 6.1.11 can
be adobted to these complexes.
Indeed, for each S ⊂ [1n−1] one can define the subcomplexes LICG ,oddd,S (n) ⊂ LICG ,oddd (n) following
Definition 6.1.10. (The subcomplexes LICG↓,oddd,S (n) ⊂ ICG↓,oddd,S are spanned by graphs connected to the
last external vertex.) Formally, the corresponding complex for S = [1n] has to be bigger since, in
addition, it might contain graphs with a unique outgoing edge from the last external vertex n but
the same contradiction with absence of directed loops shows that LICG ,oddd,[1n] (n) is also empty and the
induction base is satisfied. Following the lines of the proof of Lemma 6.1.11 one see the degeneration in
the first term of the same spectral sequences for LICG ,oddd,S (n). Moreover, the same induction can be used
in order to show the embedding of H(LICG↓,oddd,S (n)) into H(LICG
,odd
d,S (n)). The first one is inductively
generated by tripoids r s t and the latter bigger complex has additional generators s n . However,
all cohomologies are supported in one particular homological degree and the monomorphism property of
ξn follows by induction.
This finishes the inductive proof of the injectivity of horizontal arrows in Diagram (6.1.5) of Theo-
rem 6.1.4.
6.2 Rational homotopy type of M0,n+1(R) for individual n
Following [3] we say that the topological space X is a rational K(π, 1)-space if its Q-completion is a
K(π, 1)-space. Note that a K(π, 1)-property does not imply the rational K(π, 1) property. For example,
the complement to the arrangement of the root system D4 is a K(π, 1) space but its Q-completion is not.
Corollary 6.2.1. The real locus of the moduli space M0,n+1(R) is a rational K(π, 1)-space.
Proof. It was proved in [45] (Proposition 5.2) that if the rational cohomology of a connected topological
space X is a finite-dimensional Koszul algebra generated by the first homology H1(X ;Q) then X is a
rational K(π, 1)-space. So thanks to Corollary 6.1.6 we are done.
However, in order to get a bit more feeling of the Lie algebra Ln which is the Lie algebra assigned
to the prounipotent completion P̂Cacti of the pure cacti group we want to give an independent proof of
Corollary 6.2.1 adopted to our case.
Proof of Corollary 6.2.1. Recall that the dgca-model of the space of cochains onM0,n+1(R) for individual
n discussed in Theorem 5.3.4 is given by the space of odd oriented graphs with n external vertices and the
edge contracting differential twisted by γ↓. This model has a filtration by the loop order of a graph and the
associated graded complex coincides with the nontwisted complex. Consider the corresponding filtration
of the Harrison complex of the dgca of twisted graphs. The spectral sequence argument predicts that
the cohomology of this Harrison complex differs from zero only in 0 cohomological degree and coincides
with the quadratic Koszul Lie algebra todd2 (n). Hence there is no space for higher Lie brackets and the
homotopy Lie algebra of the Q-completion of M0,n+1(R) is an ordinary Lie algebra denoted by Ln with
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all higher homotopy groups vanishing. Moreover, we know that there is a filtration on Ln such that the
associated graded is isomorphic to todd2 (n) that remembers the loop order of a graph.
Corollary 6.2.2. The map ξ˜Qn : L
Q
n → t2(n)Q is an embedding.
Proof. Thanks to Theorem 6.1.4 we know that the associated graded map ξQn : t
odd
1 (n)
Q → t2(n)Q is an
embedding.
It was checked by computer and announced in Section 3.9 of [14] that the spaces M0,n+1(R) are not
formal for n > 5. The dgca models that we suggested lead to the following equivalent statement.
Corollary 6.2.3. The dgca’s (Graphs↓,odd2 (n), d) and (Graphs
↓,odd
2 (n), d+[γ
↓, -]) are not weakly equivalent.
Equivalently, the Koszul-dual Lie algebra Ln is not isomorphic to its associated graded t
odd
1 (n).
Unfortunately, we were not able to find a simple nontrivial Massey product. However, one can try to
consider the filtration on the twisted complex of odd graphs given by the mod 4 internal loop order. The
corresponding associated graded differential increases the loop order by at most 2 (since it should be an
even number) is presented by the action of the leading terms (4.5.2) of the Shoikhet cocycle γ↓ and what
is important the associated graded differential does not break the connectivity of a graph, thus one can
work directly with ICG↓,odd2 (n) with a shifted differential. We do not present a nasty computation with
graphs but we state that the cocycles of the twisted complex of odd graphs representing the generators
νijk ∈ Ln contain internally trivalent trees of loop order 4 what illustrates (but does not give a self
contained proof of) the fact that the Lie algebra Ln is not isomorphic to its associated graded.
7 Around deformations of Poisoddd and the mosaic operad
The deformation theory of the little n-disks operads En, and that of the natural maps Em → En is well
studied by now, at least rationally. Given our models for the odd Poisson and the mosaic operads, we
may transcribe a list of results in the literature to extend to those operads. In this section we shall outline
a few statements that are obtainable in this manner. We shall however defer a detailed discussion, and
complete proofs to elsewhere, in order to avoid lengthy technical recollections.
We recall that the homotopy deformations and automorphisms of the operads (or Hopf operads)
Poisd are controlled by the graph complexes GCd, see [60] or [15] (in the Hopf setting). Furthermore,
the deformation theory of the natural operad maps Em → En has similarly been studied. In short, the
results are that the deformation theory of the operad maps En−1 → En can be identified with that of
the operad En, and that the deformations of Em → En (for n −m > 2) are governed by hairy graph
complexes [57, 15].
Our realization of the odd Poisson and mosaic operads as the cobar-duals to the Z2-invariants of the
Poisson and associative operads, and our graphical models Graphs↓,oddd+1 allow us to extend most of the
aforementioned results for the little disks operads to the odd Poisson and mosaic operads.
First, recall from section 5.3 that our graphical model Graphs↓,oddd+1 of the odd Poisson operad Pois
odd
d
carries an action of the even-loop-order part of the oriented graph complex GC↓,oddd+1 . Hence we obtain a
map of complexes
QL⋉ GC↓,oddd+1 → Def(Ω([PoisXd ]Z2){1− d} → Graphs↓,oddd+1 )[1] (7.0.1)
into the the complex of operadic derivations of the natural quasi-isomorphism
Ω([PoisXd ]
Z2){1− d} → hoPoisoddd → Graphs↓,oddd+1 .
The element L on the left-hand side of (7.0.1) is the generator of the grading by loop order. The right-
hand side of (7.0.1) can also be identified, up to a degree shift, with the homotopy derivations of the odd
Poisson operad. Now the cohomology of that right-hand side can be computed along the lines of [61,
Proposition 4]. Up to degree shifts, it is a symmetric product of its connected part Def(...)conn, and one
can show that the map (7.0.1) is a quasi-isomorphism onto that connected part. Noting the (loop order
preserving) isomorphism (4.6.6), we can hence conclude that the deformation theory of the odd Poisson
operads is controlled by the even-loop-order parts of the graph cohomology H(GCd).
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Next, our model (Graphs↓,odd2 )
γ↓ of the mosaic operad of section 5.3 is obtained by twisting the above
model Graphs↓,odd2 of the odd Poisson operad with the Shoikhet’s Maurer-Cartan element γ
↓ ∈ GC↓,odd2 .
One can use this to show that the deformation theory of the mosaic operad is controlled by the twisted
graph complex (QL⋉GC↓,odd2 )
γ↓ . However, this complex is acyclic, as one can derive from the acyclicity
result of [31]. In particular we can conclude that the deformation complex for the mosaic operad is
acyclic and hence the mosaic operad is rigid.
Finally, one may study the space of maps from the mosaic operad to the chains operad of the little
2-disks operad. To this end, one can essentially re-use, with only small adaptations, the computation of
the deformations of the operad maps E1 → E2 from [57]. The end result is the following. Any operad
map from the chains operad of the mosaic operad into the chains operad of the little 2-disks, which
agrees up to arity three with the standard map, is obtained from the standard map by an action of the
homotopy automorphisms of E2, i.e., by the Grothendieck-Teichmu¨ller group.
In particular, note that any functorial construction of a coboundary category structure from a braided
monoidal structure as in section 1.6 can be seen as an implicit description of a map from a model of the
mosaic operad to a model of (chains of the) the little disks operad. Hence, such a construction is unique,
up to the Grothendieck-Teichmu¨ller group action, in the appropriate sense.
Now we know from the literature [21],[22],[23],[51] that there are many different definitions of a
coboundary category on the set of crystals of a given quantum group Uq(g). We hope that one can use
the deformation theory of the Mosaic operad in order to show that there exists a unique structure of
coboundary category on the space of crystals of Uq(g).
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